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Short-Course Race Trucks embody the spirit of Traxxas radio control with their 

extreme 900+ horsepower racing engines; full-throttle, dirt-roosting power slides, 

giant suspension travel, and Supercross-style big-air jumps. The Slash Radio 

Controlled Short-Course Race Truck puts you in the driver’s seat to experience your 

own world of fun, off-road racing action at the track or in your own backyard. 

It’s purpose-built to fly over jumps and rip full-throttle through the turns. The 

4-wheel independent suspension has been carefully tuned to replicate the 

full-scale driving and handling experience as closely as possible. Slash is fully 

assembled and Ready-To-Race® with the powerful 8.4V battery and charger 

included. Only from Traxxas, The Fastest Name in Radio Control.

The Choice is Clear–
The Most Award-Winning 

Trucks in Short-Course

TRUCK OF THE YEAR
© Copyright Traxxas 2014. 5803-6808-2P-1inShortCourse-140818

“The winner by a landslide in virtually every category, the Slash is … still setting the bar.” 
- R/C Car Magazine

“You can officially call it the game changer. No vehicle has impacted the hobby quite like the Slash.”
 - Xtreme RC Cars  

“Consider it undisputable that the Traxxas Slash brought radio control short 
course to the RC masses with a truck that is affordable and easy to use.” 
- RC Driver

 “Not only did the Slash prompt a whole new class of RC car, it also sparked an industry-wide revolution.”
 - R/C Car Magazine

Included Power       
     Cell Battery and
                Charger

Included Power       
     Cell Battery and
                Charger

Waterproof  ESC  
& Titan® 12T Motor

TQ   2.4GHz Radio System

TQ i  2.4GHz Radio System

Velineon ® Extreme  
    Brushless Power System

MODEL 58076

MODEL 58034



At Traxxas, we are constantly moving forward, and have been doing so for almost 30 years. 
We have stayed true to who we are as a company, keeping in mind our roots and where 
we started while excitedly looking to the future. 
Our new, state-of-the-art facility is a perfect 
representation of how we have kept that focus. 

Located in McKinney, Texas, the new home of Traxxas is the 
product of years of consistent growth, constant learning, 
and effective planning. Part of our passionate pursuit is to 
bring you the best in product innovation and customer 
support. Our new facility allows us to better serve you and 
ensure that you have the best R/C experience possible, and 
that you continue to have fun driving our products. After all, 
that’s what the R/C hobby is all about—fun, and lots of it!

Moving Forward

In this issue of Traxxas Magazine, we keep the 
throttle pegged from cover to cover. Check 
out the Stampede 4X4 and E-Maxx Brushless 
Edition monster trucks. See which one of 
the Traxxas Trio is the best choice for you. 
Take a look at five of our speed demons that 
destroy speed limits. Find out why lower and 

smaller are sometimes better. Get inspired 
by projects, like our fully loaded 1/16 scale 
Summit VXL, and make your ride the talk 
of the track or local bash spot. We’ve got 
features on all of this and more, and it’s all in 
your hands. All you have to do is turn the page 
to get started.

INSIDE TRAXXAS MAGAZINE: In  this and future issues, you’ll see tips and how-to articles to help you select the right 
RC vehicle for you, improve the performance of your models, understand the technology behind Traxxas performance and have even more 
fun with Traxxas radio control. Traxxas Magazine is for enthusiasts of all skill levels, young and old. We welcome your feedback. Tell us what 
YOU want to see! Find Traxxas online at Traxxas.com, and on Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube, or drop us a line at magazine@Traxxas.com.

4  888.TRAXXAS



DAKAR TRUCK 
Edition

DAKAR TRUCK
Edition

SCT  
Off-Road Tires

7-Cell Battery Pack and 
Free Charger Included

TQ™ 2.4GHz 
Radio System

Unmistakable in his sinister black and vivid orange race trucks,  

Robby Gordon is a fan favorite and a top contender when the green flag 

drops on the famous Dakar Rally. And now you can drive Robby’s ride 

yourself with the Traxxas Robby Gordon Edition Dakar Slash!

The award-winning Traxxas Slash puts you in the driver’s seat for intense, high-flying off-

road action. The full-size Dakar race truck embodies the spirit of Traxxas R/C with its 6.0 liter LS2 V8 

racing engine, sand-shredding horsepower, 20-inch suspension travel, and desert-conquering durability.  

The Dakar Slash brings all the action home so you can experience high-speed head-to-head competition no matter  

where the terrain takes you--even water, mud, and snow thanks to Traxxas’ exclusive waterproof electronics!

Titan 12T Motor and
XL-5 Waterproof ESC

MODEL 5804

Visit Traxxas at 
Speed Energy Formula Off-Road,  

Presented by Traxxas.  
Event schedule and locations online.

© Copyright Traxxas 2014. 5804-1P-Robby-Gordon-140818
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Proven Performer 
The Stampede name alone reflects the heritage of the 
simplicity, durability, and performance of its predecessors. 
The Stampede 4X4 delivers more rugged, bang-for-the-
buck 4-wheel-drive performance than any other truck in 
its segment. The Titan 12T motor and XL-5 electronic speed 
control deliver monster torque for wheels-up launches and 
maximum, shredding fun on any surface.  

T
raxxas is known for extreme durability and fun… lots of fun!  

It should come as no surprise that the newest addition to 

the Stampede family carries on that tradition. Stampede 4X4 

hits the ground running with a determined, uncompromising 

attitude and an ease of use that make it a surefire winner no 

matter where your off-road adventures take you or what kind of terrain 

you decide to conquer. 

Conclusion 
Whether this is your first experience in the world of R/C 
monster trucks, or the radio control hobby in general, or 
you’ve been around the hobby for years, Stampede 4X4 is 
an absolutely outstanding vehicle choice. Four-wheel drive, 
proven durability, simplicity, parts availability -- it’s all 
backed by the best customer support in the industry. 

Stampede 4X4, bring on the fun!

NEW!

Extreme Durability

Quick Features
• TQ™ 2.4GHz radio system

• Fully assembled

• Sealed differentials

• Full-time 4WD

• Waterproof electronics

• Powerful Titan® 12T 550 motor 

• XL-5™ Electronic Speed Control

• Traxxas High-Current Connector

• Telescoping driveshafts

• Bellcrank steering system

• Modular simplicity

• Easy access battery compartment

• Long-travel suspension

• Fully adjustable Ultra Shocks™

Specs
TRAXXAS 
STAMPEDE 4X4
Model # ............ 67054
Speed  .............. 48+kph
Battery  ............ 8.4 Volt NiMh
Charger  ........... Included

Buy at your local hobby store  
or online at Traxxas.com

ELEMENTAL  
Running through the water, mud, and snow can be a ton 

of fun. To ensure the fun continues and to keep Stampede 

4x4 running strong, it’s a good idea to rinse the vehicle off 

thoroughly (no high-pressure washing during regular vehicle 

maintenance). Poke a few small holes opposite each other 

along the center seam of the tires, and then spin them to 

get rid of as much water as possible. Remove the wheels 

and use water-displacing light oil, such as WD-40®, to chase 

away moisture from the bearings. Dry off what you can with a 

towel, and allow the vehicle to dry completely before storing 

it in a safe, dry area.  

ALL-WEATHER READY 
Of course, what’s the purpose of having a 4X4 if it’s not 

going to get wet and muddy? The four-wheel drive will 

get Stampede 4X4 in and out of the mud and snow or 

across the rain-soaked pavement; however, without 

the sealed electronics that are ready to take on the 

elements the adventure would be cut pretty short, 

or never happen. Stampede 4X4 comes 

with sealed all-weather electronics 

that keep the fun going in all 

kinds of wet conditions!

ALL-TERRAIN ABILITY  
Stampede 4X4 features a high center ground clearance 

for traversing virtually any terrain or obstacle. This 

is achieved by using the agile wheelbase and fully-

independent suspension. The high center ground 

clearance is essential in preventing Stampede 4X4 

from getting high-centered (stuck) on rocks, curbs, 

and roots. Massive 2.8” Maxx Chevron tires add to the 

ground clearance and the tread pattern, proven on the 

legendary T-Maxx, takes big bites off-road while still 

providing smooth running performance on asphalt and 

hard packed surfaces.

FOUR-WHEEL DRIVE 
Equipped with a drivetrain that has been engineered to 

be durable and efficient, Stampede 4X4 uses a rugged 

four-wheel drive setup that is super efficient,, with only 

a few parts that make up the entire system.  This allows 

you to have maximum traction at all times.  Traxxas’ 

unique telescoping U-joint driveshafts provide additional 

suspension travel needed to allow Stampede 4X4 to 

stretch over big off-road obstacles. 

SHOW AND GO  
The included 3300 mAh battery offers nearly twice 

the runtime of a normal battery. An AC charger is also 

included to charge the battery for the next adventure. 

Everything you need is in the box and ready to go. The 

performance and value in Stampede 4X4 are simply 

unmatched.  

At some point the itch to customize will hit.  When 

that time comes, Traxxas has just what you need to 

complete the job. Whether it’s increased speed, better 

handling, or just wanting to stand out from the crowd, 

there are many cool accessories for Stampede 4X4 that 

can take it to the next level and beyond. All accessories 

have been designed for a direct fit and are engineered 

for durability with legendary Traxxas quality.

8  888.TRAXXAS TRAXXAS.COM  9



The LaTrax Alias is the easy way to experience aerobatic flying 
thrills and high-speed airborne excitement. Alias’ large size 
makes it perfect for flight virtually anywhere, and bright LED 
lights built into the rugged fuselage illuminate the way for fun 
day or night.  
Add the custom Alias camera for stunning HD aerial views that 
you control from your transmitter.

BUYER’S GUIDE

The award-winning Traxxas Slash short-course race truck puts you in the 
driver’s seat for intense fender-to-fender, high-flying off-road action. Slash 
leads the way with a huge variety of models to choose from, long-travel 
suspension, waterproof electronics, dirt-roosting torque, and Traxxas-
Tough durability.

RADIO CONTROLLED

1/18 Teton 
1/18Teton

The Teton™ packs big all-weather 
adventure into a powerful 4-wheel 
drive off-roader that’s quick and 
versatile for radio-controlled fun 
anytime, anywhere. 

1/18 Scale LaTrax Rally 

1/18Rally
The LaTrax Rally combines the distinctive looks and 
exciting performance of a full-size rally car.  The 
impressive speed and handling of this 4WD Rally 
delivers hours of high performance driving fun.

Stampede
Legendary ruggedness, waterproof electronics, and 
rock-crushing torque make Stampede synonymous 
with monster truck driving fun.

Bandit is the original Extreme Sports Buggy™! With a 
56+kph top speed and massive torque on tap, Bandit 
rips massive roost, soars over giant jumps, and lays 
down the power.

Bandit

1/16 Slash 4x4
1/16Slash 4x4

Experience the fun of four-
wheel drive, fender-to-fender 
short course racing with the 
1/16 Traxxas Slash 4X4.

The Rustler blows the doors off the competition 
with more power, smoother control, better grip, and 
performance that makes it one of our fastest Ready-
To-Race® electric trucks available.

Rustler

All the quality and capability you expect from Traxxas is available in 
1/16 scale with the 1/16 E-Revo. At 14 inches long, this E-Revo is about 
half the size of the 1/10-scale E-Revo. But don’t call it a “mini”—this is 
a whole new category of R/C performance and fun that no mere mini-
model can match. dirt-roosting torque, and Traxxas-Tough durability.

Model 6608 

Model 75054

Model 76054

Model 70054

The Traxxas Blast is fast, reliable, and fun to 
drive. Blast makes waves with its stable 24-inch 
deep-V hull, stylish hatch, and powerful, 
water-cooled Stinger 20-turn modified motor.Model 38104

Model 58024

Model 24054

Model 71054

Model 37054

Model 36054

BUYERS GUIDE

#6660 - Alias
Camera
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BUYER’S GUIDE

Stampede 4x4

The Ford F-150 SVT Raptor is available as a high-performance 
Ready-To-Race® replica model exclusively from Traxxas. Based 
on the award-winning Traxxas Slash and molded in black for a 
tough look, the Ford Raptor model delivers 48+kph top speeds. 

Whether you’re going through muddy water cross-
ings or just having fun crushing your buddies’ cars, 
the Stampede 4X4 just doesn’t know when to quit. 
The Stampede 4X4 is overbuilt and Traxxas Tough to 
withstand all the 4-wheel drive monster mayhem 
you can dish out.

The Traxxas Telluride 4X4 captures the spirit of off-road 
adventure in a vehicle that is engineered to go to places 
in the farthest reaches of your imagination. Four-wheel 
drive traction, trail-tuned differentials, and long-arm 
suspension give Telluride 4X4 sure-footed, 
go-anywhere authority.

Traxxas innovation takes racing fun to a whole new level with an 
authentic, portable, and affordable timing and scoring system. 
With precision lasers for staging, reaction time, elapsed time, and 
speed, any vehicle can turn a strip of pavement into a race track.  
When the lights go green, the race is on!

1/8 Scale Funny Car
The Traxxas Ford Mustang NHRA Funny Car accurately 
captures the total racing experience with realistic 
staging action, burnouts, and Launch Control. Pick your 
favorite John Force Racing replica and the race is on.

Nitro Sport
Nitro Sport is the easiest, 
most affordable way to get into nitro power! 
The exclusive EZ-Start push-button electric 
engine starting gets you running just minutes 
out of the box. Nitro Sport delivers with spectacular 
acceleration and top speeds over 61+kph!

Modeled after the full-size Traxxas Pro 2 race trucks, Slash 
brings home the excitement and scale realism of short 
course racing. With over 10 trucks in the Slash lineup, and 
over 25 options, there is a Traxxas Slash for everyone.

The Dakar Slash brings all the action home so you can 
experience high-speed head-to-head competition 
no matter where the terrain takes you--even water, 
mud, and snow thanks to Traxxas’ exclusive waterproof 
electronics!

The Nitro Stampede builds on the legendary 
ruggedness and performance that has made 
the Stampede name synonymous with monster 
truck fun. When you’re ready to go faster and 
run longer, nitro power is the next step. Just fuel 
it, start it, and drive it!

Model 5804 Model 58034

Model 45104

Model 6570

Model 6907

Model 58064

Model 67054

Model 41094

Model 67044

RADIO CONTROLLED BUYERS GUIDE
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ACCESSORIES  
Since the Teton is Powered by Traxxas, this means 

that the accessories are engineered for durability 

and designed for a direct fit. Whether you’re trying 

to increase performance or just want to add some 

trick parts to help stand out from the crowd, 

LaTrax offers accessories such as aluminum GTR 

shocks, a carbon fiber chassis, aluminum drive 

shafts, and aluminum anodized wheel washers.

R
ising up from the plains of Wyoming is a range 

that is part of the Rocky Mountains known as 

the Teton Range, a supremely large and grand 

sight to behold. But not everything has to be 

of such epic proportions to be impressive. When it 

comes to the radio controlled hobby, the mantra seems 

to be that bigger is always better… or is it? 

Going bigger means more space to run and, generally, 

allowing room for a bigger budget.  What if you could 

go big by going small at the same time, and still keep 

your wallet happy? What if it was something made with 

proven durability, parts support, and had the industries’ 

best customer service? You would probably think that 

it’s impossible, right? Well, it’s possible and it’s here… 

get ready for the LaTrax Teton.

THE SIZE ADVANTAGE 
The LaTrax Teton is the fun-sized 

phenom that you have been waiting 

for. Weighing in at 19.2oz (55g) 

doesn’t rank it with any heavy-

weight class, but it doesn’t need 

to be. Don’t let the 1/18-scale size fool 

you. The Teton has the guts to back up its attitude. 

Besides, when is the last time you were able to go 

outside and enjoy a 4x4 monster truck jumping off 

curbs and sliding through the dirt; then, go back 

inside and still run around with plenty of room? 

Thanks to its convenient size, the Teton can be 

transported easily and gives you the flexibility to 

have fun almost anywhere. 

OPENING THE BOX 
When you get your new LaTrax 

Teton, you will probably ask 

yourself what else is needed. 

The answer to your question is 

nothing. That’s right; you don’t need 

to get anything. Everything you need 

is included in the box and is ready to go. Along 

with your new Teton, you also get all-weather 

electronics, a 2.4GHz transmitter, batteries for the 

vehicle and the transmitter, and a charger.  All you 

need to do is get ready to have fun! 

A NEW MACHINE
At first glance you may notice that the Teton shares 

some of its DNA with the popular 1/18 scale LaTrax 

Rally, but the Teton is definitely its own machine. 

Long oil-filled shocks, extended suspension arms, 

tall shock towers, ball bearings all around, and a 

set of rugged, newly-designed wheels and tires give 

Teton the height and traction it needs. Whether 

you are running a course through your living 

room, tearing up the neighborhood skate park, 

making laps at the local baseball diamond, or even 

exploring a local hiking trail, the LaTrax Teton gets 

the job done with speed and authority.

ALL-WEATHER FUN  
Whatever the weather is like where you live, hot 

and dry or cold and wet, the Teton is ready to take 

it on. The 1/18 LaTrax Teton doesn’t slow down for 

rain, puddles, ice, or snow!  Sealed waterproof 

electronics keep the LaTrax Teton ready to play. 

The next time you’re running your LaTrax Teton, 

don’t let the weather conditions keep you from 

that next outside adventure!

CONCLUSION  
It doesn’t matter if you’re exploring the 

neighborhood terrain, drifting corners at the 

local baseball diamond, jumping off curbs, or 

just cruising around your living room, the LaTrax 

Teton gives you the ability to have fun wherever 

your adventure may take you. It’s powerful, 

quick, and efficient for long run times.

SUPPORT  
The LaTrax Teton is Powered by 

Traxxas and backed by top notch 

parts support and legendary 

customer service. Whether you’re 

trying to find a new accessory for 

your Teton or just have a question, 

Traxxas has your back. 

Quick Features
• Waterproof electronics 

• Efficient Shaft-Driven 4WD

• Tough, fiber-composite 
construction

• Powerful motor

• ProGraphix® painted body 
graphics

• 6-cell NiMh battery and 
charger included

• Fully assembled and Ready-to-
Explore

• Fully independent suspension

• Oil-filled shocks

• Front and rear gear 
differentials

• Metal ring and pinion gears

• Traxxas award-winning 
performance and support

Specs
LATRAX 
TETON 4WD
Model # ............ 76054
Battery  ............ 7.2Volt NiMh
Charger  ........... Included

Buy online at Latrax.com

Fun-Sized PhenomFun-Sized Phenom
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ALL-WEATHER ELECTRONICS  
E-Maxx Brushless Edition is known for its no-nonsense, 

aggressive attitude with the factory installed brushless 

power system. Now Traxxas has kicked things up a notch 

with the MXL-6s waterproof electronic speed control. The 

ferocity of brushless power combined with all-weather, 

sealed electronics means that there’s not much that will 

stand in the way of E-Maxx Brushless Edition. Take on the 

mud, water, snow and ice like never before! 
Quick Features
• TQi 2.4GHz radio system with 

Traxxas Link Wireless Module™ 

• Fully assembled

• Full-time 4WD

• Waterproof electronics

• Massive 2200kV brushless motor

• 8 oil-filled Ultra Shocks  

• MXL-6s waterproof electronic 
speed control 

• Revo®-Spec front, rear, and center 
driveshafts

• 6.3” diameter Maxx tires

• 2 Traxxas Power Cell Battery 
packs (NiMH, 7-cell stick)

• 56kph—104kph by installing 
optional Power Cell 3S LiPo 
batteries

Specs
E-MAXX BRUSHLESS 
EDITION
Model # ............ 39087
Speed ............... 104+kph
Speed Control ... MXL-6s waterproof 
Motor ............... 2200kV Brushless 

Buy at your local hobby store or 
online at Traxxas.com

OFF-ROAD PERFORMANCE 
Unleash extreme, monster-sized performance and 

race across off-road terrain at speeds of 104+kph! 

E-Maxx Brushless Edition thrives when the pavement 

ends. The eight oil-filled Ultra Shocks and fully-

independent suspension keep E-Maxx planted to the 

ground, absorbing bumps and jumps, as the massive 

2200kV brushless motor puts power to the giant 

Maxx tires for dirt chewing torque and speed! 

MONSTER CONTROL 
Staying in control of this brushless beast is vitally 

necessary. When you unbox E-Maxx Brushless 

Edition you will find that Traxxas went all out on the 

radio system. The included TQi 2.4 GHz Radio System 

is paired with Bluetooth connectivity and factory 

installed Telemetry equipment to give you the best 

control and the ability to monitor the vitals. 

telemetry

telemetry

telemetry

CONCLUSION 
When it comes to all-out monster truck muscle 
E-Maxx Brushless Edition forges the way. With the 
new MXL-6s electronic speed control, E-Maxx can rip 
through water, mud, snow, and ice and never break 
a sweat.

The earth is your playground; go play!

T     
aking cues from its nitro cousin, T-Maxx 3.3, E-Maxx 

Brushless Edition pulls no punches in the world of monster 

trucks. It’s a true muscle truck with earth ripping torque 

and formidable amounts of power. Some might question 

the sanity of making a monster truck with so much power 

but, then again, Traxxas is known for pushing the envelope and 

defying the norm. Should E-Maxx Brushless Edition do anything less? 

Didn’t think so! 

All Weather Fun

Engineered to be tough and durable, stable, and 

handle all-terrain action, E-Maxx Brushless Edition 

hits the ground ready to tackle whatever comes its 

way. The extended wheelbase keeps E-Maxx stable 

during all-out speed runs while the Low-CG chassis 

keeps the mass lower and plants the truck to the 

ground. The chassis, braces and center skid plate 

are designed to increase the strength and rigidity 

of the truck and help transfer the massive amount 

of brushless power to the wheels while reducing 

unnecessary chassis flex and wasted power. It may 

be a monster truck, but E-Maxx Brushless Edition 

has been engineered to perform.

RUTHLESS AND REFINED
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Traxxas In Action

Go to Traxxas.com/playvideo to watch these exciting new videos!

At Traxxas, we work hard 
and strive to bring you the 

best, from attention to detail 
and durability in engineering 
to industry leading customer 
service and support. Excellence 
is in everything we do. It’s no 
different when it comes to 
filming and photographing our 
R/C models in action. We are 
continually pushing ourselves 
to get “the shot”. We want to 
capture a moment, or an event, 
and pass the excitement on to 
you for your enjoyment. These 
pages are a peak behind the 
scenes at the action. 

Summit ready for a day full of adventure.

BEHIND THE SCENES  
Left: Father and daughter, as well as 
teammates, John and Courtney Force 
have some fun on set while filming a 
Traxxas commercial.

BELOW  
Picture perfect examples of just how 
hard we push our models. 

Launching the E-Maxx Brushless Edition  
Check out the video to see for yourself. 

The sun begins to set on another day of filming.

Slash 4X4 making tracks in the woods.
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It’s all about pure, unadulterated fun—that’s the main ingredient in this Traxxas trifecta.  The Bandit, 

Rustler, and Stampede offer the perfect balance of Ready-To-Race® ease, minimal maintenance, and 

dirt-roosting, curb-jumping action. Legends in the R/C hobby, this trio has only gotten better with time, 

and continue to be the go-to models for fun, speed, and value. 

THREAT

BANDIT: “WITH SPEED ON TAP 
AND EVERYTHING NEEDED TO 
RUN IN THE BOX, YOU CAN’T 
BEAT IT!”

A quick, nimble 2WD buggy that’s great 
for the beginner or veteran, Bandit is 
hard to beat when it comes to the “bang 
for your buck” factor.   One blip of the 
throttle, and it’s easy to see why Bandit is 
the number-one 2WD buggy for Ready-
to-Race fun.  The solid combination of the 
XL-5 speed control and Titan 12T motor 
provide plenty of dirt-jumping punch 
and smooth throttle control for amazing 
twists and turns.  The professionally-
installed, all-weather sealed electronics 
provide worry-free fun, and keep Bandit 
blazing along, rain or shine

An appetite for speed combined 
with Traxxas toughness—Rustler is a 
true muscle-truck.  The bold, rugged 
styling of the body and wheels provide 
an aggressive appearance.  The 
combination of wide stance, plush 
suspension, and low chassis give 
Rustler the advantage when taking on 
corners or floating over jumps. Tall tires 
give Rustler maximum versatility over 
all types of off-road terrain while the 
wide contact patch provides excellent 
traction on paved surfaces. Rustler 
delivers fun driving everywhere you go. 

Definitely the tallest of the trio, Stampede 
rolls out of the box on monster-sized tires 
that offer plenty of curb-jumping, rock-
crunching clearance.  Built Traxxas-tough, 
this car-crusher is ready to take on every 
adventure, from the backyard to the skate 
park and through water, mud, and snow.  
The XL-5 speed control and Titan 12T 
motor provide superior torque for powerful 
acceleration and all-terrain capability.  
Get behind the wheel of the legendary 
Stampede, and experience for yourself why 
this king of crunch is the first name in high-
performance monster truck driving fun! 

Fully assembled and ready straight out of the box means you get going quicker.  The included high-

capacity 7-cell Power Cell NiMH battery keeps the power on tap and provides extra-long run times. 

When it’s time to charge-up for the next run, just plug in the included charger. Bandit, Rustler, and 

Stampede bring the fun without breaking the bank.

Weight: 59.6oz.
Length: 17.5”

Wheelbase: 11.375”
Width: 12.25”

Top Speed: 56+kph

Weight: 48oz.
Length: 16.25”

Wheelbase: 11.25”
Width: 9.84”

Top Speed: 56+kph

Weight: 65.3oz.
Length: 16.25”

Wheelbase: 10.63”
Width: 12.75”

Top Speed: 48+kphSTAMPEDE SPECS GLANCE

RUSTLER SPECS GLANCE

BANDIT SPECS GLANCE

If you’re thinking about 

entering the exciting 

world of R/C, or you’re a 

long-time hobbyist look-

ing for something simple 

and fun, then you’re in 

the right place. We’ve 

selected a monster truck, 

stadium truck, and buggy 

that are excellent to start 

with, require minimal 

maintenance, and are 

easy to work on. Need to 

make the deal even bet-

ter? These three models 

won’t send your wallet 

into hiding. With no wrong 

choice, which one is best 

for you? We’ve put this ar-

ticle together with helpful 

info, specs, and reviews to 

help you decide.

Fastest off-road! 

Massive Wheelies!

Classic buggy style! 
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FEEDBACK
Three drivers spent some time behind the 
wheel of the Bandit, Rustler, and Stampede.

VELINEON BRUSHLESS POWER UPGRADE
Want to take the performance of your 

Bandit, Rustler, or Stampede beyond 

the next level—Power-Up to the Velineon 

Brushless Power system.  Wicked speeds 

over 112kph, massive wheelies, and dirt-

slinging power are all at your fingertips. 

If you want to add a splash of color 

to stand out from the crowd or gain 

more of an edge on performance and 

durability, Traxxas offers some trick 

performance accessories.  Genuine 

Traxxas performance accessories are 

designed for a direct fit.

GENUINE TRAXXAS ACCESSORIES

The Bandit is light enough that you can rocket off 
the line like nobody’s business.  The center of grav-
ity is so low that it’s virtually impossible to flip.  The 
weight is perfectly distributed, making jumps effort-
less and perfect.  Perhaps the best thing about the 
Bandit is its looks.  

IT’S MEAN, IT’S LOW, IT’S MENACING. 
YOU KNOW BANDIT MEANS BUSINESS.

The Rustler has a low center of gravity which makes 
it ultra-stable in turns. If all-around performance is 
your thing, the Rustler has you covered.  The best 
thing about the Rustler is the added ground clear-
ance.  It has enough ground clearance that you can 
tackle grass and rocks easily.  

THE RUSTLER MAKES JUMPING FUN 
WITH IT’S BALANCED CHASSIS AND 
AMPLE SUSPENSION TRAVEL.

RUSTLER

Let’s say you don’t have a nice level track near you, 
that’s where the Stampede comes in. Curbs are no 
challenge. Grass and puddles shiver at the sight of 
a Stampede.   What the Stampede cannot barrel its 
way through, it simply jumps over.  If GI Joe drove a 
monster truck, he’d drive a Stampede.  Barbie better 
hide her pink Corvette from his car crusher.

THE STAMPEDE HAS MONSTER SIZED 
TIRES TO TACKLE ANY OBSTACLE.

STAMPEDE

BANDIT

Rustler is a perfect combination of low-slung 
handling and off-road ability. Big tires and plush 
suspension let it plow over obstacles.  At the same 
time, the low set chassis keeps the weight close 
to the ground for rock-solid handling around the 
sharpest corners.  With lots of optional accessories 
and so many different setups possible, 

RUSTLER IS ONE OF THE MOST TUN-
ABLE AND CUSTOMIZABLE VEHICLES.

Oversized, aggressive tires chew up the terrain 
while a high ground clearance chassis clears ob-
stacles other trucks could only dream of crossing.  
Long travel shocks soak up the biggest jumps and 
bumps while fully waterproof electronics keep the 
full throttle fun running no matter the conditions.  
Stampede is the go-to truck.

WHEN LOOKING FOR HIGH-TORQUE, 
CURB-CRUSHING MONSTER TRUCK 
ACTION, LOOK NO FURTHER.

The aggressive buggy stance and high power-to-
weight ratio make the Bandit a perfect choice for 
pavement, dirt, or the race track.  Built Traxxas-
tough, Bandit effortlessly handles conditions that 
send other buggies home crying.

BANDIT IS AN EXCELLENT CHOICE FOR 
ANYONE WANTING A FAST, NIMBLE, 
LIGHTWEIGHT AND DURABLE VEHICLE. With quick acceleration and impressive top 

speeds, it’s right at home on just about any 
terrain. From the low-slung chassis to the 
rear wing, it just screams “FAST”. Something 
about the Bandit that really impresses me is 
how durable it is. This little rocket of a buggy 
can take just about anything you throw at it, 
or “throw it at”.

THE BANDIT IS FAST, FUN AND 
EASY TO DRIVE.

It has all the grunt needed to power out 
of turns and blast down the straight-away.  
Its dialed suspension soaks up the biggest 
jumps, yet, seems to float across even the 
roughest terrain. I can’t help but smile the 
entire time I drive this truck. It is planted 
on corners and well balanced in the air 
making it a real competitor at the track. 

THE RUSTLER IS ONE LEAN, 
MEAN OFF-ROAD MACHINE.

There is just something about the way it 
launches into the air with those oversized 
monster truck tires, and then slams back 
into the ground without rebound. The high 
center of gravity makes curbs just another 
bump in the road.  When driving a Stampede, 
you forget about driving “skill” and tend to 
focus on driving “fun”. 

JUMPING THE STAMPEDE TAKES 
ME BACK TO MY YOUTH.

ANDREW ARTHUR KENT
SHAW AMANN HARDAWAY

3767X3632X
3632A

3636X

3652A
3652X

FRONT CASTER 
BLOCKS

SHOCK CAPS

FRONT STEERING 
BLOCKS

REAR AXLE CARRIERS



Ready-To-Explore™

• Rugged Adventure
     • Extreme Terrain
          • Outdoor  Fun

 XL-5™ ESC & Titan® 12T 
550 Motor

TQ™ 2.4GHz Radio System

“The Telluride is my new favorite Traxxas 

vehicle. It has the versatility to do everything  

from low-speed trail exploring to  

track-thrashing sessions.”    

RC Car Action Magazine

*

What Makes it Fun
• Short wheelbase, high center ground clearance, and steep 

approach angle make it ultra maneuverable and agile

• Waterproof fun in water, mud, and snow

• 4-wheel drive traction and grippy treads make it virtually 
unstoppable

• Perfectly geared to balance torque and speed for 
maximum off-road versatility

• Fully assembled and Ready-To-Explore™

• Efficient, shaft-driven 4WD system

• Licensed Kumho Road Venture MT tires

• Kumho tires pre-glued on satin chrome, black    
   beadlock-style dual profile wheels

• Performance foam tire inserts

Waterproof 
Electronics 

Telluride: A great town in the Rocky Mountains that symbolizes rugged adventure, extreme terrain, and outdoor fun. The Traxxas 

Telluride 4X4 captures that spirit in a new off-road adventure vehicle that is engineered to go to places in the farthest reaches of your 

imagination. Pack it in your RV, load it in your Jeep,® take it on the trails. 4-wheel drive traction, specially tuned differentials, and long-

arm suspension give it sure-footed rock crawling prowess. Off the rocks, the XL-5 ESC and Titan 550 motor dish out high-speed driving 

excitement. It’s all waterproof, so the fun keeps going through water crossings, mud, and even new mountain snow. The Telluride 4X4 is 

fully assembled, painted, and Ready-to-Explore™ with included TQ 2.4GHz radio system, 7-cell 8.4V NiMH battery pack, and charger.

* With  optional pinion gear (sold separately).
† Prices vary by dealer and are subject to change.

Traxxas Innovation

7-Cell NiMH Battery Pack  
and Free Charger

© Copyright Traxxas 2014. 67044-2P-140213

MODEL 67044



T
he Slash lineup of short-course trucks introduced the world to short-course R/C racing. They have been embraced 
by many who have ventured into the radio controlled hobby for the first time and by those who are seasoned veter-
ans, becoming the fun class, where the focus was on driving skill with equally matched trucks. Slash was designed 

with a high center ground clearance for versatility on all types of terrain. However, on the racetrack, one of the easiest 
and most significant changes that can be made to improve handling is to lower the overall center of gravity with the 
Traxxas Low-CG conversion kit. The versatility of these machines is incredible, and with the new Low-CG conversion kit, 
there’s even more fun on the horizon. Read on to learn about how this one change can make such a difference. 
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TURNING HIGH-ROLLERS INTO  
                        CORNERING KINGS

LOW-CG  HIGH PERFORMANCE



Traxxas makes changing your standard 
chassis to a Low-CG chassis very simple.  
All the parts you need, along with easy-
to-follow instructions, are included 
in the conversion kit.  The process is 
simplified even further since the kit 
uses existing screws.  With a few simple 
hand tools, you can convert your stock 
2WD Slash to a Low-CG Slash (and a 
cornering king) in a matter of minutes. 
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The stock chassis that 
comes installed on the 
Slash, Slash VXL, Ford 
F-150 Raptor and Robby 
Gordon Dakar Edition 
handles all-terrain 
action extremely well. 
The ride height of the 
chassis allows these 
vehicles to run over 
obstacles with ease; 
however, if performance 
is what you are after, the 
high center of gravity 
increases body roll and 
limits cornering speed. 

Low-CG brings the 
chassis 45% lower to 
the ground. The “CG” 
stands for the center 
of gravity, so Low-CG 
refers to a lower center 
of gravity. It’s not just 
the chassis, the largest 
mass in the vehicle, but 
heavier items, such as 
the ESC and battery, 
are also brought lower 
to the racing surface.  
This reduces the ability 
of the chassis to lean 
in the corners, causing 
the vehicle to flip over 
or spin out if the speeds 
are too high. The Low-
CG chassis definitely has 
an advantage.  

QUICK LESSON
 IN LOW-CG

The benefits of the Low-CG conversion are easy to appreciate as you drive. You can dive 
deeper into corners and carry more speed through the turn. Responsiveness to steering 
inputs becomes even quicker. The limits of traction and control are higher, allowing you to 
drive “closer to the edge.” And as you creep over that edge, the transition from “at-the-limit” 
to “over-the-limit” is more predictable and easier to recover from—as opposed to a sudden 
spinout. These benefits are due to the location of the center of mass relative to the roll 
axis, which dynamically affects the handling. As the trucks corner, the truck with the lower 
CG experiences less chassis roll. This spreads weight more evenly over the tires, increases 
traction, and allows continued acceleration in the turns.

As soon as you drop your Low-CG Slash, you will notice the differences—the look, the handling, 
the performance. The Low-CG chassis has a long, smooth bottom side profile along the entire 
wheelbase. This allows the vehicle to slide smoothly across all driving surfaces when the 
suspension is fully bottomed out; for example, when landing that big jump. With the heavier 
components held as deep in the chassis as possible, the weight is positioned low in the chassis, 
which reduces weight transfer and improves traction. This design allows a dramatic increase in 
cornering speed and added vehicle stability on all driving surfaces, including tarmac, gravel, 
and extreme off-road conditions. On the track, you will see harder launches, lightning-fast 
steering response, superior high-speed handling and faster lap times!

LOW-CG OPTIONS
The Low-CG conversion kit features a cool blue molded composite chassis along with all the necessary parts to complete the conversion. 
The blue chassis pieces will definitely set your truck apart from the crowd, no matter where you go. However, you can personalize your 
2WD Low-CG conversion by using black or grey chassis components for a more “factory” appearance. Either way, your Slash will look great 
and have a new level of performance. 

Whether you have a 2WD vehicle or a 4X4, you can get more performance out of your vehicle by lowering the center of gravity.  Superior 
handling and stability, improved traction, more responsive steering, and increased speed—it doesn’t matter if you’re looking for more 
performance on the track or just wanting to gain more all-terrain stability, get ready for a whole new driving experience!

If you own a Slash 4X4, Traxxas hasn’t left you high and dry.  Slash 
4x4 has been a proven performer from day one.  Its all-terrain 
capabilities and extreme durability provide tons of fun.  But what if 
you want to get even more off-road performance or on-track speed?

WRAPPING UP

INSTALLING THE 2WD LOW-CG CONVERSION KIT

QR Code 
link to 

the walk 
thru video 

tutorial.

LOW-CG AND READY TO GO

Traxxas designed a Low-CG conversion kit for the Slash 4X4, including 
everything you need to go from a standard chassis to a Low-CG chassis. 

Traxxas offers several vehicles with a factory-installed 
Low-CG setup, including the Rally and Slash 4X4 Ultimate.

2WD  LOW-CG
CHASSIS CONVERSION KIT

PART# 5830 

4WD LOW-CG CHASSIS CONVERSION KIT
PART# 7421       

CHOICES



LaTrax Alias flew onto the scene in a big way when it was introduced 
to the world.  A LiPo-powered quad-rotor helicopter, engineered 
by Traxxas – you know it has to be good!  Alias was designed from 
the ground up with both the first time flier and seasoned pilot 
in mind.  Alias is a full-flight experience that offers an easy 
learning process for the beginner and a high performance 
mode for veteran fliers to hone their skills.

INTRODUCTION
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DURABLE
Engineered and designed from the get-go to be incredibly durable, Alias can withstand more 
than what seems possible.  Alias hovers (no pun intended) on being nearly indestructible.  The 
main frame is made of a composite material that allows for flexibility when needed, such as 
absorbing an impact, but is sturdy and lightweight for hours of precision flying fun. 
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Takes full advantage 
of the auto-leveling 
6-axis flight system by 
providing limited flight 
angles, and lets you 
practice without fear of 
flying out of control. 

PERFORMANCE

BEGINNER MODE

FAST MODE

EXPERT MODE

Without a doubt, the Alias is a high performance 
quad-rotor helicopter.   A lightweight frame 

combined with motors that have 50% more power 
over standard motors means more power.  And, 

of course, more power means more flying fun!  This 
combination also make Alias incredibly responsive.  

One of the impressive features of the Alias is how well it 
handles outside flight.  A slight breeze is no problem.  

When it comes to flying, the Alias is equipped with three 
modes.  These flight modes enable anyone to have an enjoyable 

experience: 

Alias is available in four color options (Rally Red, Speed Orange, Victory 
Green and Brilliant Blue).  When you feel the urge to change the appearance 

of your Alias, it’s as simple as removing a few screws.  Within minutes, the 
canopy, frame, LED lenses, and blades can be swapped to a different color 

or arranged in your own unique color configuration.  Patriotic quad – why not?  
Customizing the Alias is only limited by your imagination. 

CUSTOMIZABLE

Add a new perspective on flight with the Alias 
Camera and optional Wide Angle Lens, or fly well 
into the night with the Alias LED Light Bar.

#6624A - White Main
Frame Lower

#6623A - White
Main Frame

#6655 - Alias
LED Light Bar

#6661 - Alias
Wide Angle Lens

#6660 - Alias
Camera

#6623X - Black 
Chrome Main Frame

TAKEN WITH THE LATRAX ALIAS CAMERA

Bumps things up a notch 
as you spread your 
wings.  Auto-leveling 
is still active, but more 
aggressive flight angles 
are available along with 
one-button flips, rolls, 
and twists. 

Allows you to step up 
to the big leagues.  This 
mode disables auto-
leveling, but if the 
Alias gets out of control 
during flight, recovery is 
possible with one click 
of the left AUX button.  
All of the rates are fully 
adjustable and manual 
maneuvers can be 
performed; this means 
you, as the pilot, are in 
total control of the Alias. 



CONTROL
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Engineered 
from the 

ground up 
by Traxxas for 

exceptional flight 
performance, superb 

control and unmatched 
durability, Alias is the best 

choice for multi-rotor flying 
fun. The flight experience feels 

intuitive as the Alias responds 
precisely to your commands while 

at the same time blending input from 
the 6-axis flight control. Soon you will 
be flying like a pro and enjoying all the 

benefits Alias has to offer. 

INTERFACE

Alias is uniquely equipped with high-intensity LED optics and LED 
lenses.  Bright lights and colors help identify the front and rear 
of the helicopter during flight, and also define the shape, which 
makes flying at night easy and adds to the fun.  When the sun 
goes down, the flying doesn’t have to stop.  Get ready for a whole 
new world of night flight!

NIGHT FLIGHT

After you’ve unboxed your Alias and the battery 
is charging, think about where you want to take 
that first test flight.  You can fly indoors if space 
allows; however, to avoid damaging objects inside 
your home or apartment, it is recommended to go 
outside to an open area as you learn to control the 
helicopter. 
Pick a location free of any obstructions, such as 
an open field or the grassy area of a local park.  
Should you lose orientation or control of the Alias, 
the grass will be a much softer landing pad.

The Alias 2.4GHz transmitter was not left behind 
during the design of the whole flying experience.  
The ergonomic design takes cues from gaming 
controllers that are made for hours of use.  The 
transmitter fits comfortably in your hands 
for maximum control, flight after flight.  
Two gimbal options are offered: sticks 
or thumb pads.  The gimbal precision 
and feedback tension are just right.  
With an intuitive interface, the 
transmitter settings can be 
adjusted for any skill level 
and flying style.  The LCD 
screen even displays the 
battery fuel gauge.  The 
battery gauge will 
begin to flash and 
the transmitter 
will emit a tone 
when it’s time 
to land your 
Alias and 
recharge! 

With an intuitive interface, the 
transmitter settings can be adjusted 

for any skill level and flying style.  
The LCD screen even displays the 

battery fuel gauge.  The battery 
gauge will begin to flash and the 

transmitter will emit a tone when 
it’s time to land your Alias and 

recharge!

CONCLUSION

FLIGHT TIPS
Whether you’re new to flying or have been around it for years, take your time and get familiar with Alias. 

If you are about to crash, 
quickly reduce the throttle to 
zero. This will help protect 
the blades and motors. 

Start with gradual 
controlled movements 
before letting your ace 
pilot skills out of the bag. 

Try flying in a circle to get 
accustomed to controlling 
the Alias as it is flying 
towards you.

WHERE TO FLY
Propellers Engineered 
for Maximum Thrust

Brilliant 
Lighting and 
LED Optics

Choose from Rally Red, 
Victory Green, Brilliant 
Blue, or Speed OrangeDurable Black Main 

Frame

Top-Mounted Gear 
Reduction

Hex  
Hardware

Powerful Motors = More Thrust

TELEMETRY



What Makes it Fun
• Plush, long-travel suspension geometry swallows 

bumps and delivers incredible rough-track control

• Brushless Velineon power delivers 96+kph speed, 
massive punch and always exciting driving action

• 4-Wheel Drive claws for traction and roosts dirt at 
every wheel. Slash 4X4 rips off-road! 

The Traxxas Slash 4X4. It’s the high-performance 4WD short-course truck that’s tough, fast, and fun—on or 

off the racetrack. Built from the ground up for all-wheel-drive excitement, Slash 4X4 features a rigid chassis, 

super-efficient shaft drive, race-bred suspension, dual-bellcrank steering system, licensed BFGoodrich® Mud-

Terrain™ T/A® tires, Revo® sealed differentials, Velineon™ brushless power, and a fully adjustable TQi 2.4GHz 

radio system. The weight bias? Perfect. The look? Dead on. Top speed? 64+kph with the included 3000mAh 

7-cell battery pack. Power Up™ to the Mamba Monster system (it drops right in!) and 128+kph is in your reach. 
 

We built Slash 4X4 to be the best-performing, most-innovative R/C short-course racing truck, but don’t take our 

word for it: magazine readers named Slash 4X4 the Best Electric Truck in the 2013 Readers’ Choice Awards. 
 

Slash 4X4. Only from Traxxas, The Fastest Name In Radio Control.®

* RC Car Action Magazine 
** With 3S LiPo pack and optional pinion gear (sold separately).

Slash 4X4 Beats Them All!

2013 Readers’ Choice

**

*

“The Velineon system is known for creating 
some serious speed, so as expected,  
all four tires lit up, grabbed…and  
the Slash 4X4 took off with  
dust and dirt flying into  
the air behind it.” 
RC Car Action Magazine

Best Electric Truck

7-Cell NiMH Battery Pack  
and Charger

Velineon® Extreme  
    Brushless Power System

• Velineon Brushless Horsepower

• Revo-Spec™ sealed differentials

• Optimized C-hub and axle carrier design delivers 
perfect steering geometry

• Revo-Spec Torque-Control™ slipper clutch

• Modular chassis design is optimized for rigidity, 
strength and perfect weight bias

Shaft-Driven 4WD System

Best Innovation
Readers’ Choice Awards

Truck  
of the Year

 Traxxas Innovation

Waterproof 
Electronics 

Add optional sensors and Traxxas 
Link Wireless Module to see 
real-time telemetry with 
Traxxas Link™ and your iPad® 
iPhone® or iPod touch®

TQi 2.4GHz Radio SystemTelemetry Ready!

© Copyright Traxxas 2014. 2P-TRX-MAG-68086-Slash-4X4-140616

MODEL 68086
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Don’t be fooled by the simple design of 

the Bandit VXL.  This buggy is capable 

of blowing past the posted speed limit 

with ease. Straight out of the box, the 

Bandit VXL comes equipped with the 

Traxxas Velineon Brushless Power 

System.  It is capable of going72+kph 

with the included 28/76 (pinion gear/

spur gear) gearing and 7.4v 3300mAh 

NiMH battery. 

BALLISTIC BANDIT

Whether you’re a kid on a bike about to blast down the biggest hill you can find or you are a seasoned drag racing 
veteran, the need for speed is always present.  The call for more power is constant and loud. Adrenaline pumps through 
your veins and can’t be ignored.  Traxxas is known for fun, and a big part of that fun involves speed and power -- and 
plenty of both!  Mild, wild or insane – here are five Traxxas models that laugh at the thought of a speed limit. 

Want to take things up a notch?  Install the optional 33/76 gearing (pinion sold separately) and use an 11.1V 4000 

mAh 3s LiPo battery (#2849).  Expect to see speeds of 104+kph!  Still not fast enough? Drop in an 11.1V 6400 mAh 

3s LiPo battery (#2857). This battery combined with the 33/76 gearing will have Bandit VXL going 112+kph 

and beyond. That’s driving (and exceeding) highway speeds! 

ALL OUT SPEED

FURIOUS NHRA FUNNY CAR
Reaching 482+kph in the quarter mile with an 8,000+ horse-

power fire-breathing engine – welcome to the world of the 

Top Fuel Funny Car. The Traxxas Ford Mustang NHRA Funny 

Car Race Replica takes its cues from this full-size monster. 

Modeled after its counterpart, the Funny Car is determined 

to reach maximum speed as it races down the drag strip. 

Take the realism and the drag racing 

experience one step further with the 

Traxxas DTS-1 Drag Timing System. Line 

up next to your friends for an exciting, 

full-on drag race. The Traxxas Ford Mus-

tang NHRA Funny Car Race Replica and 

the DTS-1 Drag Timing System give you 

and your friends the ability to heat the 

tires, stage, launch, and let the finish 

line beams determine the winner.

HARD LAUNCHES AND HIGH SPEEDS
The realistic design doesn’t stop with the officially licensed Ford Mustang NHRA Funny Car body. Lift the body and see the full 

“tube” chassis, designed to handle the power offered by the Traxxas ET-3s speed control and ET-2400 brushless motor.  Drop 

in a 3-cell Power Cell LiPo battery, and race your buddies to 112+kph and beyond. One pull of the trigger and you will know why 

Traxxas Ford Mustang NHRA Funny Car Race Replica was awarded the 2012 Car of the Year by RC Car Action magazine!

HOW FAST DO THEY GO?HOW FAST DO THEY GO?
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NITRO SOUND, SMELL, AND SPEED
Without question, the Nitro 4-Tec is built to handle, but it is also built for speed -- specifically, 112+kph 

out of the box!  Just follow the simple engine break-in procedure, and before you know it you will 

be experiencing the power of the TRX 3.3 Racing Engine as the Nitro 4-Tec screams by you at 

top speed.  You will definitely know why the Nitro 4-Tec was awarded the RC Car Action 2013 

Readers’ Choice for Best Nitro On-Road.

RALLY STAGE ONE - 3...2...1...GO!
In the automotive world, there are few forms of racing that are as challenging and 

captivating as rally racing.  These race cars run off-road, on-road (tarmac), on snow/ice, or in 

any combination of these surfaces and terrain. Immense skill is needed, along with a machine 

capable of handling it all.   Whether going straight across salt flats, or through twists and turns in the 

woods, a rally race requires the driver to push the limits of speed and handling. Traxxas 1/10 Rally offers 

realistic racing excitement and incredible fun, with ultimate handling at top speed on any driving surface! 

Not all things fast are electric.  Nothing can take the place of the sound, the smell, 

and the power of a nitro engine.  Traxxas has the cure for the silence!  Nitro 4-Tec is 

an all-wheel drive supercar that is powered by the fierce TRX 3.3 Racing Engine. 

Engineered for power and performance, the TRX 3.3 Racing Engine is a potent, 

nitro-breathing monster. Traxxas took this engine from the ground-shaking T-Maxx 

3.3 Monster Truck and placed it inside a light-weight, all-wheel drive vehicle.

GO NITRO WITH NITRO 4-TEC 3.3

RC Car Action magazine’s 2013 Car of the Year, Traxxas 1/10 Rally comes equipped with the 

Traxxas Velineon Brushless Power System and is ready for explosive all-wheel drive action.  Use the 

included Power Cell NiMH battery, and the Rally will hit 64+kph with ease.  Of course, that’s only the 

start!  Drop in a 3-cell Power Cell LiPo battery pack, and get ready for Rally to fly by you at 96+kph. 

Should you feel the need for even more adrenaline-pumping race action, Traxxas has engineered Rally to be 

compatible with the MXL-6s Brushless Power System.  This same power system that is included in the E-Maxx 

Brushless and E-Revo Brushless monster trucks will fit nicely in your 1/10 Rally.  Prepare to be amazed!

ALL-WHEEL-DRIVE HANDLING AND SPEED



Do not underestimate the XO-1.  Capable of going from 0-96 in 2.3 seconds and 0-160 in 4.9, the XO-1 is not a toy.  

It carries our highest skill level rating (10) and is intended for expert drivers only.  Unlock the XO-1 after installing 

the high-speed gearing, high downforce splitter, and two 3-cell Power Cell LiPo batteries, and it can rocket across 

the pavement in excess of 160+kph! By comparison, XO-1 moves as fast, or faster, than some of the world’s fast-

est and most powerful supercars. That is some ridiculous power and speed, and you can set it on your desk!

SUPERCAR SPEED AND PERFORMANCE
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Traxxas XO-1 Supercar, with state-of-the-art technology, cutting edge design, and a total focus on 

quality and precision, received the RC Car Action 2013 Readers’ Choice Awards for Best On-Road 

Car and Best Innovation.  XO-1 is synonymous with ballistic, all-out, adrenaline-inducing speed.  

Straight out of the box, this beautiful 1/7-scale fusion of art and speed moves across the tarmac 

at 80+kph, a speed that is a mere stroll through the park for the XO-1.  Lurking under the unique 

supercar body is a speed demon, and when it’s unleashed you had better be ready! 

XO-1 SUPERCAR

Traxxas XO-1, the World’s 

Fastest Ready-to-Race 

Supercar, comes 

fully assembled and 

Ready-to-Race and 

is powered by the 

brutal Castle Mamba 

Monster Extreme 

Power System. This is 

truly an Experts Only car.

The thrill of reaching such high speeds is addicting – really addicting! However, there are a few things to keep in mind during your 

speed quest.  Always make sure that you have enough room to drive your vehicle.  You will need space to roll on the throttle and 

to slow down.  Also, be sure that it is an area that does not have vehicles, traffic or objects that could be damaged, or people or 

animals that could be harmed.  Ensure that your vehicle has been maintained and that all electronics are functioning properly. 

When you’re making speed passes, check the temperature of the motor and ESC regularly since high-speed running could generate 

excessive heat.  Lastly, if high-speed running is what you enjoy, prepare to have a ton of all-out fun!

Odds are you’ve probably been asked this question. Maybe you 
haven’t heard it, or maybe you’ve heard it more times than you 
care to admit.  When it comes to making high-speed runs with 
your Traxxas vehicle, it’s cool--and a good idea--to know just 
how fast you’re going.  This is where telemetry adds to the fun. 
Telemetry gives you the ability to precisely monitor the vehicle 
speed.  Install the Telemetry Expander, which allows the use of 
the GPS Speed Telemetry Module, and you can get an accurate, 
real-time reading of your vehicle kph. 

Using the telemetry system requires the Traxxas TQi radio 
system, including a transmitter with the Docking Base (#6510) 
installed (or we may want to change this to “the Traxxas Link 
module (#6511) installed”).  You will also need an iPhone or iPod 
touch with a download of the Traxxas Link App.  Some Traxxas 
models come with factory-installed telemetry sensors.  Be sure 
to inspect your vehicle before installing telemetry components.  
To determine which sensors can be used on your vehicle, find 
your vehicle on the Products page at Traxxas.com.  Select your 
vehicle, and then click on the telemetry tab. 

THE TRAXXAS LINK APP AUTOMATICALLY
DETECTS AND RECOGNIZES TRAXXAS LINK

SENSORS, MAKING SETUP AND
CONFIGURATION AN EASY PROCESS.

To setup your vehicle with telemetry for measuring RPM 
(revolutions per minute) for vehicle speed, install the spur 
gear (electric models) or flywheel (nitro models) with the 
trigger magnet; then, install the sensor.  Select your model 
in the Traxxas Link App, and that’s it!  For real-time speed 
measurement and reporting, install the Telemetry Expander and 
GPS Speed Telemetry Module.  With all those high-speed runs, 
it is also a good idea to have voltage and temperature sensors 
on board. Telemetry from Traxxas, combined with Traxxas Link, 
makes it easy to monitor your vehicle performance.  

Complete 
TQi Telemetry System

TQi Transmitter 
with Traxxas Link 
Wireless Module

TQi Receiver Up to 3 Standard Sensors

GPS Speed 
Telemetry 

Module 
Telemetry Expander 

Up to 6 Plug-and-
Play Sensors

Traxxas Link App



Traxxas Athletes

A
s the Official Radio Control Performance Products of 

NHRA, Traxxas lives and breathes ground-shaking horse-

power, heart-pounding adrenaline, and the constant 

thrill of speed. 

T
raxxas sponsors drivers in the Funny Car, Top Fuel, and 

Pro Stock classes in the NHRA. Holding the reigns in Pro 

Stock is Jeg Coughlin, Jr.; taking the helm in Top Fuel is 

Brittany Force; and piloting in the ever popular Funny Car class 

are drivers Courtney Force, 16-time champion John Force, and 

Robert Hight. 

A
s the Official Radio Control Performance Products of 

NHRA, Traxxas lives and breathes ground-shaking horse-

power, heart-pounding adrenaline, and the constant 

thrill of speed. 

T
raxxas sponsors drivers in the Funny Car, Top Fuel, and 

Pro Stock classes in the NHRA. Holding the reigns in Pro 

Stock is Jeg Coughlin, Jr.; taking the helm in Top Fuel is 

Brittany Force; and piloting in the ever popular Funny Car class 

are drivers Courtney Force, 16-time champion John Force, and 

Robert Hight. 
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Ready-To-Race ®

Fully Assembled

Officially Licensed  Race Replica

Sealed Watertight 
Receiver Box

7-Cell Battery Pack and 
Free Charger Included

TQ  2.4GHz 
Radio System

Ford Motor Company Trademarks and Trade Dress used under license to Traxxas, Inc.

All other copyrights or trademarks are the property of their 
respective owners and are being used under license.

Purpose-built by the Ford Specialty Vehicle Team for unprecedented all-terrain performance, the F-150 SVT Raptor is an off-road 

powerhouse that can go from the dealership to the desert as quickly as you can drive it off the lot. The Raptor’s 6.2L V8 pumps out 

411 horses to shred any terrain. Massive 35” tires grip the earth as the Raptor’s competition-bred Fox Racing shocks absorb off-

road abuse. Fast, powerful, and tough, the Ford F-150 SVT Raptor is now available as a high-performance Ready-To-Race® model 

exclusively from Traxxas. Based on the award-winning Traxxas Slash, the Ford Raptor model features waterproof electronics for all-

weather off-road adventure, rugged independent suspension with long-travel oil-filled shocks, and a powerful Titan 550 motor that 

delivers 48+kph top speeds. Rubber-sealed ball bearings, heavy-duty steel transmission gears, and high-strength materials assure 

your Raptor model is “Built Ford Tough” for exciting R/C performance run after run.

Titan 12T Motor and
XL-5 Waterproof ESC

© Copyright Traxxas 2014. 1P-TRX-MAG-58064-Ford-Raptor-140614

MODEL 58064 



To say that the R/C hobby, and 
the world of motorsports, is only 
reserved for guys would be terribly 
untrue. Traxxas sponsored sisters 
Courtney and Brittany Force are prov-
ing, along with other female drivers 
such as Alexis DeJoria and Danica 
Patrick, as other women have done 
in the past, the thrill of horsepower 
is just as much for the girls as it is for 
the guys. When the suits and helmets 
are on it’s all about skill. The same is 
true in the R/C hobby. 

When you hold the transmitter in 
your hand, it doesn’t matter if you’re 
male or female, it is all about fun. 

Traxxas Girls
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Traxxas Athletes

SST

 

Speed Energy Formula Off- Road, 

presented by Traxxas, takes 

the intensity of off-road racing, 

places it on a tight, door-to-door 

racetrack, and lets the mayhem out 

onto everything from a high-speed 

Indy Car track with man-made big-

air jumps to football stadiums. This 

year its debut at X Games in Austin, 

Texas, proved to be one of the most 

exciting and talked about events of 

the weekend. It’s high-flying, high-

speed action like you’ve never seen.

Sixteen year old Traxxas Pro Lite 

and Stadium Super Truck driver, 

Sheldon Creed, took it to the next 

level in Austin, walking away with 

the first ever SST X Games silver 

medal hanging proudly on his neck.

Make sure to catch a SPEED Energy 

Formula Off-Road race presented 

by Traxxas on TV, on the web, or in 

person this year. Be sure to check 

out Traxxas athletes Robby Gordon, 

Keegan Kincaid, and “The Prodigy”, 

Sheldon Creed, as they put the 

pedal to the metal in this exciting 

new series!

Sheldon Creed signing autographs 
for fans at the Traxxas demo area.

Keegan Kincaid signs a number plate for a young fan. 

All smiles for Traxxas fans.

Traxxas Slash 4X4 going big 
in the Traxxas demo square.

Robby Gordon and Sheldon Creed ready to race. 

Keegan Kincaid airing it out at X 
Games Austin. 

Sheldon Creed celebrates the first SST silver medal at X Games Austin. 

Sheldon Creed on the throttle 
through a turn. 

Sheldon Creed battling for first place.

Thumbs up and all smiles after 
Robby Gordon wins the first X 
Games SST bronze medal.

Keegan Kincaid pushing hard through a turn with Robby Gordon in hot pursuit. 
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The award-winning Traxxas Summit™ takes all-terrain to the extreme with unstoppable versatility. 

Waterproof electronics extend driving fun to mud, snow, and wet conditions that send other trucks 

back to the bench. When the sun sets, Summit’s 10-LED lighting system blazes new trails to R/C 

adventure. And only Summit gives you the ability to lock the differentials and shift from low to high 

gear right from the transmitter. Tear up the trail in “high range” with a 25:1 ratio for dirt-slinging speed 

no “crawler” can touch. When the terrain turns technical, drop it into “low range” for a 70:1 ratio and 

unreal climbing torque. Only Traxxas gives you total control to conquer the most extreme terrain.

This Traxxas exclusive innovation opens the door 

for driving fun in water, mud, snow, and other wet 

conditions that stop others dead in their tracks.

MUD... RAIN...

Unprecedented Versatility With T-Lock 
Differentials and High-Low Transmission

BEST  
INNOVATION

RC Car Action
Readers’ Choice

Awards

At your command, the servo-actuated T-Lock™ system 

engages eight steel drive dogs to lock the differential.  

The T-Lock differential system allows you to select open 

front and rear open diffs, front-lock, or front and rear lock 

for total climbing traction. Patent pending.

Waterproof Electronics

Summit lights up the night with an integrated 

LED illumination system. Four bright white 

LEDs blaze the trail ahead, while six red LEDs 

show where Summit’s been.

FOLLOW US ON:

www.facebook.com/traxxas

www.twitter.com/traxxas

www.youtube.com/traxxas

DARKNESS...

10-LED Lighting System
TQi 2.4GHz 4-Channel

Radio System

The Traxxas® TQi™ radio system arrives with a full complement of tuning 

features, long-range 2.4GHz signal, and proven Traxxas reliability. The 

transmitter can be equipped with the optional Traxxas Link Wireless Module 

to turn your iPhone® or iPod touch® into a powerful tuning tool for you 

Traxxas model. The Traxxas Link™ App delivers an intuitive, high-definition 

user interface that optimizes your radio system for ultimate vehicle control.*

 SUMMIT Is 
 unstoppable!

MODEL 56076

© Copyright Traxxas 2014. 5607-2P-unstoppable-140117 
* TQi Docking Base and iOS device not included, sold separately. Traxxas Link is available on the App Store. 



 

 

  

Traxxas Athletes
1. Jeff Kincaid airs it out in his #4 

Traxxas Pro 2. 2.  Keegan Kincaid won five 

straight races in Pro Light. 3 & 4. Mark 

Jenkins found the top of the podium 

multiple times this season, making a 

push for the Pro 4 Championship. 5. 

Mike Jenkins (#47) leads his brother 

Mark (#25) in front of the spectators at 

Crandon International Raceway.

1

2

2

3

3

3

4

5

TORC

1. Mike Jenkins Pro 4x4 . 2. Jeff Kincaid on the podium at 

Crandon. 3. Traxxas Drivers: Mark Jenkins, Keegan Kincaid and 

Mike Jenkins with Traxxas Girls.

T   
he Off-Road Championship (TORC), presented by AMSOIL, features the 
toughest, most punishing short course racing on the planet. Combine crazy 
amounts of horsepower with fender-banging action, mix in some jumps for 
plenty of air, and unleash it all on the dirt—welcome to TORC. 

Traxxas fields trucks in all three Pro classes: Pro 4X4, Pro 2WD, and Pro Light. 
With multiple Traxxas sponsored drivers running all-out on the track, pushing 
the limits of man and machine, it’s guaranteed high-octane competition. 

Traxxas’ president and owner, Mike Jenkins, can be found shredding the dirt 
in the Pro 2 and Pro 4X4 classes. He is joined in the Pro 4X4 class by his 
brother, Mark Jenkins. Keeping the family feel, the young gun in the Traxx-
as lineup is championship winner and Pro Light driver, Keegan Kincaid. His 
father, Jeff Kincaid, who has more than a dozen championship wins and 
over 80+ career victories, mans the controls in a Pro 2WD truck as well.

1
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Number: 199
Age: 8
Home Town:  
Bakersfield, California
Class(es) Raced: 50 7-8 Stock,  
50 7-8 Mod, 50 Open

Bike(s): 2013 Cobra,  
CX50 SR King
Favorite Traxxas Model:  
Slash 4x4

Number: 64
Age: 18
Home Town:  
Murrieta, California
Class(es) Raced: 250A, 450A,  
250 Pro, 450 Pro, MX2 in the FIM 
World Championship MX Series

Bike(s): 2013 Kawasaki KX-250F 
Favorite Traxxas Model: Slash 4x4

AMATEUR

Ryder DiFrancesco

Thomas Covington

Traxxas is  

supporting the  

next-generation of  

two-wheel superstars. 

Look for these riders  

to show-up on Saturday 

TV when they make the 

jump to pro status.

Rally racing is an automotive 
sport that is known the world 
over. It’s a global automotive 
sport that has been gaining 

traction in recent history in the U.S. 
Rally racing is an incredibly diverse 
racing event with varying formats and 
even more varied terrain. Drivers push 
themselves and their cars beyond the 
limit in a jaw-dropping display of skill.  

Traxxas is a proud sponsor of the 
British Bomb, Liam Doran. Hailing 
from the U.K., Liam is a proven winner 
on the track, whether it’s paved or 
not. He is a contender in the European 
Rallycross Championship, with finishes 
landing him on the podium, and 
winner in the X-Games Rallycross.

Traxxas Athletes

Motocross
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The Slash lineup of trucks is known for uncompromising durability and extreme 

fun.  With those qualities already hardwired into its DNA, Slash 4X4 Ultimate 

hits the dirt with pure, unadulterated performance.  Traxxas engineers spared 

nothing when designing the Slash 4X4 Ultimate. The Low-CG chassis, high-

capacity GTR shocks, blue-anodized aluminum steering and suspension 

components, proven Velineon Brushless Power system, and TQi technology 

with factory-installed telemetry sensors are all standard equipment on the 

Slash 4X4 Ultimate.  Straight out of the box, all the upgrades have been made 

for you.  This is the pinnacle of short course performance! 

FULL OPTION PHENOM

GTR SHOCKS

First proven on extreme terrain by vehicles such as Summit and the Revo family of monster trucks, Traxxas GTR shocks are standard 

equipment on Slash 4X4 Ultimate.  The best short course truck deserves the best in suspension technology.  The bores are PTFE-coated 

to decrease friction, and are larger to hold more oil than standard shocks.  This maintains smooth damping throughout the run.  The 

shock shafts are coated with titanium nitride for increased durability and smoother action. With threaded spring collars, GTR shocks 

make it possible to quickly and easily change spring preload and adjust ride height between runs.  This means no clips or spacers to 

keep up with, and no settling for a suspension setting that’s just “good enough”.  Engineered to be the best in suspension performance, 

GTR shocks keep you running longer since they don’t need to be rebuilt nearly as often as traditional shocks.  The GTR shocks fit Slash 

4X4 Ultimate perfectly, and offer unparalleled damping and control!

LOW-CG CHASSIS

To build something properly, you need to start 

with a firm foundation.  The foundation for Slash 4X4 Ultimate 

is the rigid and durable Low-CG chassis.  The low center of gravity helps to plant the 

vehicle on the ground, provide stability on varying terrains, and increase handling at high speeds.  Two things 

combine to make the Low-CG chassis an excellent choice.  First, the chassis is physically lower and closer to the 

driving surface.  The Low-CG chassis used for Slash 4X4 Ultimate is a full inch lower than the standard Slash 4X4 

chassis.  Second, the battery and electronics, which are the heaviest components, are placed in the chassis as low 

as possible.  This moves the mass of the vehicle to the lowest possible point for optimal vehicle performance. 

VELINEON BRUSHLESS POWER

Bringing the horsepower to the party in true Traxxas style is the Velineon VXL-3s Brushless Power System.  From mild to wild, the Velineon 

system is capable of handling everything from a NiMH battery to the brutal, tire-roasting power and speed of a 3-cell LiPo pack.  Speaking 

of speed, the Velineon system in Slash 4X4 Ultimate comes out of the box ready to do 64+kph.  That’s faster than most residential speed 

limits!  Add high-speed gearing with a 3s LiPo, and launch to 96+kph and beyond. 

Speed is not the only advantage of the Velineon system. The VXL-3s electronic speed control provides smooth, reliable power, run after 

run.  Efficient use of power also translates into longer run times--and more fun!  Whether you’re at the local track or running trails in the 

backyard, navigating twists and turns or blasting down the straights, smooth power delivery is essential.  The Velineon VXL-3s has been 

designed to deliver maximum power to the Velineon 3500 brushless motor for breakneck acceleration and pavement-scorching speed.  

Unlike its brushed counterparts, the Velineon 3500 brushless motor has full bearings, with no brushes or commutator to wear out and 

replace.  With almost no maintenance needed, Slash 4X4 Ultimate maximizes uptime which equates to more fun!

VELINEON VXL-3S     3500 BRUSHLESS MOTOR              3
-CELL LIPO BATTERY

SLASH 4X4 ULTIMATE
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Whether you’re exploring the backyard with friends 

or having a friendly race at the track, Slash 4X4 

Ultimate always brings its A-game when it comes to 

all-around short course performance. Traxxas gives 

you the best for all-terrain, all-weather fun—factory-

installed option parts, proven reliability, rock-solid 

durability, precision steering, and incredible stability, 

all with realistic short course race truck styling. Slash 

4X4 Ultimate truly is Ready-To-Race®.

HIGH-SPEED RUNNING

There is a definite thrill--and a major adrenaline rush--when running at high speeds.  Slash 4X4 Ultimate is set from the factory with a 

13-tooth pinion and a 54-tooth spur gear. To unleash the high-speed potential, swap the stock pinion for a 19-tooth pinion. Set the VXL-3s 

speed control to Low-Voltage Detection mode. Strap in an 11.1V 3S LiPo. Now Slash 4X4 Ultimate is set to conquer speed limits.

Here are some tips for high-speed running. Be sure that your model is well maintained and can be operated safely at high speeds. 

Find a large, smooth parking lot free of bumps, curbs, debris, and traffic. Gradually increase your speed with each pass, and give 

yourself enough room and plenty 

of time to become familiar with how 

the model reacts at these speeds. 

As you make passes, don’t forget 

to stop and check the temperature 

of the electronics (motor, speed 

control) as heat output will 

increase during high-speed 

running.  Once you’re familiar with 

the increased speed, enjoy the thrill 

of driving your Slash 4X4 Ultimate!   

    CENTER DIFFERENTIAL            SWAY BARS               
          ALUMINUM EQUIPMENT

PERFORMANCE ACCESSORIES

A Revo-spec slipper clutch comes 

installed on the Slash 4X4 Ultimate; 

however, an optional center differential 

is included in the box.  The center 

differential comes fully-assembled and 

filled with silicone fluid.  Using the 

center differential changes the handling 

characteristics of the Slash by allowing 

a more even power distribution and 

delivery to all four wheels, resulting in 

smooth acceleration and increased corner 

speed. The difference is very noticeable, 

especially when used on a track.  The 

center differential can be tuned by using 

different weights of silicone fluid.

A set of silver sway bars are factory-

installed; a set of black sway bars are 

also included in the box. This extra set 

of black sway bars is stiffer, allowing 

Slash 4X4 Ultimate to be further fine-

tuned to the driving surface.  Decreased 

chassis roll and the ability to achieve 

greater cornering speed gives you faster 

lap times and better performance at the 

track or on the parking lot.

Out of the box, Slash 4X4 Ultimate comes 

with blue-anodized aluminum steering 

and suspension components.  Not only 

do they look cool, but they are extremely 

functional and bulletproof.  The C-hubs, 

which are already designed to be very 

stout, are machined out of aluminum for 

even greater strength. The steering blocks 

further beef up the front end, increasing 

durability and fine-tuning the knife-

edge handling.  Out back, the rear hub 

carriers received the same blue-anodized 

aluminum treatment for strength and style.  

Did we mention that all of this is already 

included as factory-installed equipment?

TQi AND TELEMETRY

It’s only fitting that the ultimate in radio technology is part of 

the Slash 4X4 Ultimate overall package. The Slash 4X4 Ultimate 

includes the technologically advanced TQi 2.4GHz Radio System 

with Traxxas Link Wireless Module that connects wirelessly via 

Bluetooth to an iPhone, iPod touch, or iPad to access the Traxxas 

Link app.

Traxxas also added telemetry to the equation to 

send things over the top!  The addition of telemetry 

sensors makes it easy to keep an eye on the 

vitals and record data while driving.  Speed/RPM, 

temperature, and voltage sensors are included and 

factory-installed.  Download the Traxxas Link™ App, 

and unlock the full potential of telemetry and the 

TQi 2.4GHz Radio System! 

ALL-WEATHER READY

As with all current Traxxas models, Slash 4X4 Ultimate is ready for all-

weather fun.  Mud, rain, snow – no problem!  All of the electronics are 

sealed, and ready to take on the elements. 

PERFORMANCE TIP:  Running your model in water, mud 

and snow can be a ton of fun, but proper maintenance must be performed 

to ensure that the fun continues, run after run. When you are through 

running for the day, rinse the vehicle (if necessary); then, use a water 

displacer, such as WD-40®, to chase away moisture, especially from the 

bearings.  This helps lubricate the bearings and prevent rust.  Poke a few 

small holes in the center of the tread on each tire, and spin the tires at high 

speed to get any water out.  Next, dry the model with an old towel.  Allow it 

to air dry.  Once finished, store your model in a dry environment. 

THE NUTS AND BOLTS



Stampede 4X4 VXL features a shaft-

drive system that delivers full-time 

4WD with just three gear meshes. 

A custom-extruded aluminum 

driveshaft eliminates runout for 

total power transfer and spins on 

rubber-sealed ball bearings to 

maximize efficiency.

Revo ® Sealed 
         Differentials

Cutting-edge brushless technology 

pushes Stampede 4X4 VXL to 96+kph, 

yet requires virtually no maintenance. 

You get the same high-speed, high-

power performance run after run. Three 

easy-to-select profiles include forward/

reverse/brake, forward and brake only, 

and exclusive Training Mode™.

Originally designed for the 8-time 

National Champion Revo, Stampede 

4X4 VXL’s differentials feature silicone 

gaskets and X-ring seals that allow the 

diffs to be tuned by varying the viscosity 

of the fluid inside them. Steel gears offer 

unbeatable reliability with even the most 

powerful aftermarket brushless systems. 

Velineon ® Extreme  
Brushless 

Power System

* With 3S LiPo battery pack (sold separately)

Shaft-Driven 
          4WD System

Waterproof Electronics
for Fun In Water, Mud, and Snow!

The Stampede 4X4 VXL is engineered like no other 

to turn extreme power into extreme monster 

truck fun — no matter how extreme the terrain! 

Waterproof electronics extend driving fun to 

mud, snow, and other wet conditions that stop 

other trucks in their tracks. The drivetrain is 

totally optimized for the brutal torque of Velineon 

brushless power, and this 4X4 is built Traxxas 

Tough to withstand all the 4-wheel drive monster 

mayhem you can dish out. You’re in full control with 

the high-output Traxxas TQi 2.4GHz radio system 

and the superior handling of fully independent 

suspension. The Velineon Brushless Power System 

and included Traxxas Power Cell battery combine 

to unleash 56+kph, right out of the box. Install 

a 3S LiPo pack, and Stampede 4X4 shatters the 

speedometer with 96+kph speed! It’s brushless 

done the Traxxas way: brutally fast and easy to use. 

Just plug it in and switch it on to feed your need 

for extreme horsepower. We built the Stampede 

4X4 VXL to deliver unbeatable speed, power, and 

all-terrain fun, but don’t take our word for it: the 

editors of Radio Control Car Action magazine 

named Stampede 4X4 Truck of the Year!

Truck of 
the Year

RC Car Action 

TQi 2.4GHz 
     Radio System
The TQi Traxxas Link Enabled transmitter can be 

equipped with an Traxxas Link Wireless Module 

(#6511, sold separately) that combines with the 

free Traxxas Link™ App to turn your iPad®, iPhone® 

or iPod touch® (sold separately) into a powerful 

tuning tool for your model. Traxxas Link also 

opens the door to telemetry capability when you 

add optional sensors to your model.

MODEL 67086 

© Copyright Traxxas 2014. 2P-TRX-MAG-67086-Stampede-4x4-140614 
* TQi Docking Base and iOS device not included, sold separately. Traxxas Link is available on the App Store. 

*All-Weather FUN
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A PATH WAS FORGED YEARS AGO when T-Maxx roared on the scene, revolutionizing radio control and up-

ping the fun factor to a new level.  Fast forward to the present, and the same attitude can be found in 

Revo 3.3.  No-holds-barred nitro power screams from the TRX 3.3 Racing Engine, as Revo’s game chang-

ing suspension conquers whatever terrain it encounters.  This nitro-breathing monster truck is a beast!  

go
Nitro

revo 3.3with
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In days gone by, starting a nitro vehicle required several 
tools, and even more time and patience.  With the on-
board Traxxas EZ-Start system, it only takes a few quick 
seconds to awaken the beast and unleash the fury of 
the TRX 3.3 Racing Engine.  Traxxas makes it a simple, 
one-handed process with easy push-button electric 
starting. No starting box to twist out of your hand.

A NiMH battery supplies power to the hand-held 
control box.  When plugged in, the control box 
supplies constant voltage to the glow plug and keeps 
it heated.  At the same time, power is supplied to the 
starter motor to turn the engine over.  No glow igniter 
to keep up with, pull start to fight with, or starter box 
to lug around with you. The starter drive is on the 
engine so there’s never a worry about injury from a 
starter getting jerked out of your hand. EZ-Start is the 
safest and most reliable way to start your engine! 

In the world of hot rods and muscle cars, wheel and 
tire choice can make or break you.  The same is just 
as true in the off-road world.  The wrong wheels and 
your ride looks odd; the wrong tire choice and you 
may not have the traction you need.  Fortunately, the 
Revo 3.3 doesn’t have to worry about either of these 
issues.  Geode™ wheels wrapped with 6.3” Maxx tires 
put the brutal nitro power to the ground.  The Geode 
wheels have a burly design that adds to the rugged 
appearance, but they also offer more durability for 
curb-crushing, dirt-jumping fun.  The wheels are offset 
to increase the overall width by an inch, allowing for 
even more stability and monster cornering ability.  The 
massive 6.3” Maxx tires provide pavement-ripping grip 
and trail-shredding traction.  Traxxas took the extra 
step by using tough 17mm blue-anodized aluminum 
splined hexes to increase durability.

NITRO INSANITY

Revo 3.3 comes out of the box with factory-installed telemetry 
sensors. Take your nitro-burning experience further with the 
ability to monitor your monster’s vitals, including such critical 
functions as engine temperature, an important tuning aid; 
record real-time data; and make on-the-fly adjustments without 
touching your model!  Download the Traxxas Link™ App and take 
your driving to the next level.

A -  TELEMETRY

Ensuring that the extreme power from the TRX 3.3 Racing Engine 
gets to the ground is top priority.  Unwilling to settle for the 
mediocre, Traxxas engineers designed a transmission capable 
of handling the power.  A heavy-duty reversing transmission 
distributes power to the front and rear. Yes, reversing. The 
Traxxas exclusive OptiDrive system gives you the ability to 
back out of tight spots. The finely tuned electronics replace 
conventional heavy mechanical units, while saving weight and 
increasing efficiency. The beefy, sealed super-duty driveshafts 
handle the torque and power output and send it to the wheels.  
Every part of the drivetrain has been designed to be Traxxas-
tough and withstand the onslaught of nitro power.

B -  DRIVETRAIN

All the suspension in the world won’t do any good unless you are 
using the appropriate shocks.  Factory-installed aluminum GTR 
shocks are the best in suspension performance.  Larger diameter, 
high-volume bores hold more silicone shock oil; PTFE-coated 
aluminum shock bodies provide added strength and smoother 
action as the piston travels inside the bore; and titanium nitride-
coated shafts are more chip resistant and provide smoother 
movement.  All of these features contribute to the smoothest, most 
consistent damping and deliver superior handling on any terrain. 

C -  GTR SHOCKS

Breaking the mold of using a standard suspension, Revo 3.3 
charges ahead with an F1-inspired, fully independent, rocker-
based suspension.  Out of the box, Progressive-2 rockers provide 
the best all-around performance on any terrain.  For really 
extreme terrain, Long Travel rockers and springs are provided 
to add 30mm of additional suspension travel.  This means more 
than enough “go-anywhere” ability.

D -  SUSPENSION

F -  WHEELS AND TIRES

G -  EZ-STARTD

C B

A

G

F

Part of what makes Nitro exciting is the auditory sensation you 
get hearing the engine rip at high revs, the transmission shift to 
second, and the RPMs wailing as the engine climbs back again 
to maximum output. There is nothing that can replace the sights 
and sounds of the mechanical harmony that is TRX 3.3.

E -  SIGHTS AND SOUNDS 

E

Traxxas is known for power, speed, and an uncompromising pursuit of 
performance.  With the Revo 3.3 nitro monster truck, Traxxas engineers 
continued this tradition by bolting in the TRX 3.3 Racing Engine, which 
is simply the most powerful small-block nitro engine.  It makes perfect 
sense to put such monstrous horsepower in a monster truck to achieve 
unrivaled off- the-line torque and straight-line speed--anything less and 
it wouldn’t be the Traxxas way.  Ease of tuning and the Traxxas EZ-Start® 
electric starting system sweeten the deal, and make getting into nitro-
powered monster truck mayhem easier than ever. 
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Keeping Revo 3.3 under control could be a handful, but Traxxas 
has made it easy with the TQi 2.4GHz radio system.  Exceptional 
throttle and braking control, combined with dual servo steering 
that delivers the muscle for precise and superior steering, put 
Revo 3.3 squarely in your control.  Whether you’re blasting 
across the backyard, throwing dirt and grass at the local park, 
or maneuvering the local track you can rest assured that you 
have total control.  

SIZE NOTE:
To avoid the whole bull-in-a-china shop effect, be sure 
to run Revo 3.3 where there is plenty of room.  It’s big, 
and does best in big, open areas. 

Quite possibly the first thing that will grab your attention is the size of the Revo 3.3.  And it’s okay to take notice– go ahead, stare!  Sitting 
at 11.02” tall, over a foot in wheelbase (13.7” to be exact), with a total length of 20.65” and a width of 17.5”,  Revo 3.3 will leave a massive 
footprint.  With a center ground clearance of 4.25”, Revo 3.3 has plenty of room to conquer anything in its path.

TQi BLUETOOTH

MAINTENANCE
Part of the nitro experience is maintenance.  It may be a little 
more work compared to an electric model, but when you fire 
up the engine, it’s all worth it.  Proper maintenance after each 
run will ensure the fun continues, run after run. A little bit of 
maintenance here and there, such as oiling or replacing the air 
filter element, can go a long way. Traxxas goes the extra mile by 
including superior quality tools for wrenching on your Revo 3.3.

Revo has been designed with a 3D semi-monocoque chassis 
that is extremely durable, but also makes maintenance and 
cleaning simple.  The open design of the chassis gives easy 
access to components, including the hex head screws.  Every 
detail was considered. 

THE PURSUIT OF FUN

SUPPORT

Notorious nitro power in a superbly designed monster truck—put it 
together and you’ll see why Revo 3.3 won the 2013 RC Car Action Readers’ 
Choice award for Best Nitro Truck; Revo is the 10-time winner of this 
award!  The sight, sound, and smell make for an unforgettable experience.

Traxxas always brings their A-game in everything and 
it’s no different with customer support.  Have a question 
about Revo 3.3 or need to find a part, call during 
weekdays at 1-888-TRAXXAS from 8:30am to 9pm central 
time, or contact Traxxas 24/7 via e-mail at support@
Traxxas.com.  The Traxxas experience doesn’t stop when 
you unbox your model; it continues with a company that 
stands behind its products.

ENGINE TUNING

Perhaps you have heard stories from people about nitro 
engines being hard to tune, don’t let those fear mongers 
hold you back from the fun. Tuning a nitro engine is a 
piece of cake when the engine is properly designed and 
manufactured to the highest specifications. Traxxas 
engineers focused on consistency in components such 
as the molded composite carburetor that is always exact, 
and not subject to varying machining tolerances. Some 
poorly designed engines are “peaky,” and trying to find the 
sweet spot between running well or not is like balancing 
a bowling ball on a stick. You never stop chasing it. The 
TRX 3.3 engine’s high capacity cooling head, dyno-
tuned porting, and consistent fuel delivery is designed 
to provide a super-wide latitude for engine tuning that 
makes it super-easy to dial the performance in. You can 
clearly see and hear the engine responding to your tuning 
inputs. Combine those benefits with the consistency of 
Traxxas Top Fuel, which has been optimized for Traxxas 
engines, and you have a winning combination that 
eliminates the tuning woes from days of old. 

Revo 3.3 boasts some very impressive specifications—
with the awards to back it up. The artfully designed 
chassis, silky smooth suspension, TRX 3.3 nitro 
performance, two-speed transmission, and 72+kph out of 
the box make for one outstanding monster truck.  Revo 
3.3 was built for fun—lots of fun—and that won’t change.  
The thrill and rush of a nitro-breathing monster truck 
have to be experienced firsthand. 
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When you open the box to your new Spartan, you will find everything you need to get up and running, 

including your new TQi 2.4GHz transmitter, packets containing tools and the owner’s manual, and 

other needed equipment.  While your batteries are charging, take the time to read through the owner’s 

manual and familiarize yourself with your new boat.  The better you understand your boat, the easier 

it will be when you get to the water.  Once your batteries are charged and you are familiar with your 

Spartan, power on the boat and transmitter before you head to the water.  Ensure that the transmitter 

and receiver are properly bound; this is also a good opportunity to ensure that the throttle and steering 

are functioning properly.  Once everything checks out, it’s time to go hit the waves!

The name brings to 

mind such things as 

power, strength, and 

agility combined with an 

unyielding determination for 

excellence.  It’s a name to 

be respected.  As a title, it 

has been used to describe 

things that are well-

engineered and extremely 

powerful, and that makes 

it a fitting name for the 

world’s fastest Ready-to-

Race boat.  The Traxxas 

Spartan has a straight-

forward design that packs 

brutal power to leave the 

competition in its wake, 

literally, and that’s straight 

out of the box!

If you’re looking for extreme power on 
the water, then look no further than 
the Traxxas Spartan (#5707L). As the 
Spartan screams across the surface at 
80+kph, it is accompanied by a massive 
roost of water that shoots up 20-feet into 
the air. The “L” in the model number 
means LiPo, and this top level Spartan 
comes ready to attack the water with two 
Power Cell 3-cell LiPo batteries, and a 
TQi 2.4GHz radio system.  Power is put to 
the water by way of the Traxxas VXL-6s 
Marine Brushless Power System, a potent 
combination that will feed the most 

insatiable, power-hungry enthusiasts.  
Often, the surface of the water is not 
perfectly smooth as wind and other 
factors whip up the waves. With Spartan, 
the water doesn’t need to be perfect. The 
Deep V hull is designed to slice through 
the waves, and the naturally low center 
of gravity provides confidence-inspiring 
stability. The rudder system has been 
optimized to keep you going straight, and 
can also handle carving full-throttle turns 
with ease.  Another nice feature of the 
Spartan is the ability to easily move the 
batteries fore and aft depending on your 

specifications and surface conditions.
Maybe you don’t feel the need to go 
80+kph on the water, and prefer things 
to be just the slightest bit tamer; you’re 
still in the right place!  The Traxxas 
Spartan (#5707) is still easily capable of 
meeting your expectations.  This model is 
equipped with the same brushless power 
system and TQi 2.4GHz radio system, but 
comes with two 7-cell Power Cell NiMH 
batteries.  This combo will have you going 
48+kph with ease.

FIRST GLANCE

OUT OF THE BOX
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EASY ACCESS

To gain access to the inside of 
the Spartan, all that is required 
is to remove one body clip.  
The body clip is held by a 
rubber body-clip lanyard 
that is also attached to the 
easy-access hatch.  As you 
remove the access hatch, 
there is no sealing tape 
or foam; the Spartan has 
been designed with a 
unique drip rail system 
in the hull that channels 
any water away that may 
have washed over the 
hatch.  Traxxas engineers 
also went a step further 
by designing a removable 
power tray, which holds 
the motor, speed control, 
receiver, and servo, 
making the electronic and 
mechanical components 
incredibly accessible.  The 
removable power tray 
also makes cleaning the 
inside of the hull a quick 
and simple process.

SOMETIMES IT’S THE 
SMALL DETAILS THAT CAN 
MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE

CONCLUSION

Whether you’ve grown up on, in, or around the water, or you prefer to stay on shore, 
the Traxxas Spartan will definitely meet and exceed your performance expectations.  
If you’ve never ventured to the marine side of the R/C hobby, then you are in for one 
high-powered, adrenaline-inducing adventure. One all-out, full throttle pass is all 
it takes to have you grinning, and coming back for more. Get ready to own the water 
with the Traxxas Spartan!

All the power in the world won’t do you any good unless 
you can get it to the water.  The Traxxas Spartan uses 
high-strength aluminum hardware for the rudder, rudder 
support and drive strut.  The aluminum hardware has been 
polished and anodized in a very cool blue. The Spartan also 
uses stainless-steel for the trim tabs and turn fins.  All the 
aluminum and steel looks cool, but it’s not just for show. 
This hardware allows for solid power delivery, stability 
at speed, and precise turning ability.  A flex cable and 
propeller have been designed specifically for the Spartan to 
get power smoothly and efficiently from the motor to the 
water.  The clamping-style collet not only centers the flex 
cable securely in line with the motors output shaft, but it 
also makes maintenance fast and easy. 

Want to 
add a little 
more fine-
tuning and 
adjustability to 
your Spartan?  
Traxxas offers 
blue trim 
tab adjusters 
(#5731) that 
could be just 
what you’re 
looking for. 

STAYING COOL

Producing so much potent power also 
means producing heat.  The Spartan 
has been engineered to keep the motor 
and speed control cool so you can keep 
your cool!  The rudder is designed with 

a pickup that channels water up to the 
speed control as the boat moves through 
the water.  The water passes through the 
speed control and into the water cooling 
jacket that hugs the motor.  Once the 

water passes through the cooling jacket, 
it exits through a water outlet port in 
the side of the hull.  The movement of 
the boat keeps a constant flow of water 
circulating through the cooling system. 

The Spartan is backed by unrivaled customer and product 
support.  Traxxas stands behind their products, and 

strives to bring you the best support, whether it’s a 
troubleshooting question or you’re trying to find 

a part for a specific model.  Support is available toll-free 
between 8:30am -9pm central time at 1-888-TRAXXAS.  
You can also contact customer support by email anytime at 
support@traxxas.com

SUPPORT

THE BUSINESS END

GOING FAST

Rocketing across the water at 80+kph is exciting, 
but in order to keep the Spartan alive and well 
and ready for your next marine adrenaline rush, 
it’s best to perform some simple maintenance.  
Inspect your boat for any damage to the hull, 
trim tabs, rudder, etc., that may hinder the 
performance of your Spartan.  After each running 
session, be sure that the motor is dry, especially 
the bearings; then, apply a light coating of oil 
to the bearings.  Remove and thoroughly dry 
the drive cable.  Lubricate the cable with the 
marine grease included with your Spartan.  While 
the drive cable is removed, dry and lubricate 
the bushings in the drive strut and inspect the 
propeller for any signs of damage.  The slightest 
nick can hinder performance.  Once everything 
is good to go, reinstall the drive cable and secure 
it to the collet.  Make sure all the screws in the 
drivetrain are tightened.  Be sure to store the 
Spartan with the top hatch removed to allow any 
remaining moisture or condensation to evaporate. 

Don’t let the simplicity of the Spartan fool 
you; it’s got show, with a sleek design and 
your choice of red or blue graphics, but 
it also has plenty of go.  A lot of go!  To 
unleash the brutal power supplied by the 
two Power Cell 3-Cell LiPo batteries, the 
Spartan uses the Traxxas VXL-6s Marine 
Brushless Power System.  This combination 
has been specifically engineered for the 
Spartan.  The VXL-6s marine speed control 

STAYING IN CONTROL

THIS MOTOR PACKS A 
LOT MORE THAN JUST A 
PUNCH, AND LAUNCHES 
THE SPARTAN TO 80+KPH 
IN A HURRY

MAINTENANCE

In order to pilot the Spartan with 

confidence, you’re going to need an 

extremely reliable radio system. Whether 

you’re making an all-out straight line pass 

or carving a figure eight in the water, the 

TQi 2.4GHz radio system will keep you in 

control.  The receiver box is housed on the 

Spartan’s radio tray, and has been designed 

with a seal to keep water out and keep your 

receiver dry.  The high-torque steering 

servo has also received the waterproofing 

treatment with a sturdy case and seal.  With 

a tried and true radio system and waterproof 

electronics, you can rest assured that you 

will remain safely in control.  Another 

feature that helps with controlling the 

Spartan are the integrated battery trays on 

the inside of the hull.  These battery trays 

help determine how the Spartan rides in the 

water. Move the batteries back in the hull 

to raise the nose of the boat. This reduces 

the wetted surface (drag) on the hull for 

maximum speed. This comes at a cost of 

stability and if you over do it on rough water, 

you could find yourself running on the 

ragged edge. Push the batteries forward to 

bring the nose down for rock solid stability. 

Want to take things a step further and keep 

a closer eye on some of the Spartan’s vitals?  

Add the TQi Docking Base (part #6510) (or 

Traxxas Link module, part #6511) to your 

transmitter and 

download the 

Traxxas Link 

App to your iOS 

device.  Install 

the necessary 

temperature and 

voltage sensors, and you can 

keep an eye on the temperature 

and battery voltage as you pilot 

your Spartan across the water. 

takes all the power supplied by the 
batteries and channels it to the Traxxas 
540XL brushless motor.  Designed to 
handle the combined 6s LiPo input from 
the speed control, this motor packs a lot 
more than just a punch, and launches 
the Spartan to 80+kph in a hurry!  The 
motor output shaft is coupled to a flex 

cable that has been engineered to handle 
the output of extreme 6s LiPo power. 
Attached to the end of the flex cable is a 
propeller constructed out of composite 
material designed to reduce weight (less 
weight means more speed), and provide 
the maximum amount of power and 
efficiency. 

LUBRICATE THE CABLE 
WITH THE MARINE 
GREASE INCLUDED



Wicked long travel (nearly four inches at each 

wheel), and eight oil-filled shocks (two at each 

corner) deliver the plush feel and ‘bottomless’ 

suspension travel that T-Maxx is famous for. The 

suspension is fully tunable with up to 10 shock-

mounting positions, adjustable front caster 

angle, front and rear toe, and front and rear 

camber angles. The heavy-duty Revo®-Spec axle 

carriers house large diameter rubber-sealed bearings for ultra-smooth and practically 

maintenance-free running. For true Maxx® performance, rubber-sealed pivot balls 

maintain factory smooth performance even in the harshest environments.

KING OF
 MONSTERS
The Biggest, 
    Meanest, 
T-Maxx Ever!

Plush Maxx Suspension

BEST  
NITRO ENGINE

RC Car Action
Readers’ Choice

Awards

T-Maxx 3.3 is equipped with the Traxxas® TQi™ radio system 

with Docking Base that turns your iPhone® or iPod touch® into 

a powerful tuning tool. The device display combines with 

the Traxxas Link™ App to deliver an intuitive, high-definition 

graphical user interface for ultimate vehicle control. Once you 

have created the perfect control settings for your model, you can 

save them as a profile that you can restore later, use on another 

model, or share with friends. Automatic model recognition 

instantly recalls your settings for up to 30 Traxxas Link-enabled 

models - just switch on and drive.

REAL-TIME TELEMETRY
INCLUDED!

Nitro-powered 4x4 monster truck fun starts 
with T-Maxx. No other truck can top T-Maxx’s 
versatility and performance. Thundering TRX® 
3.3 power gives T-Maxx incredible speed, a 
high-torque digital servo delivers razor-sharp 
handling, and T-Maxx’s class-leading durability 
goes beyond ‘monster tough’ to ‘Traxxas 
tough.’ And nitro is easy with the Traxxas EZ-
Start®. Traxxas makes experiencing the brutal 
torque and searing horsepower of the TRX 3.3 
engine as simple as pressing a button. Power, 
performance, speed, convenience... T-Maxx 
brings it all together and unlocks a whole new 
level of monster thrashing potential. Go faster, 
jump higher, and let your creativity find new 
forms of torturous off-road pounding. It’s 
stronger, bigger, and meaner right down to its 
monster core. Make no mistake, T-Maxx reigns 
supreme as King of Monsters.

TQi 2.4GHz Radio System
With Docking Base

The Resonator dual-chamber Maxx pipe 

provides an average peak torque increase 

of 16% over the standard Maxx pipe, and 

a 10% increase in total power across the 

whole range. Gleaming mirror polish adds a 

custom look for that final touch.

The Traxxas EZ-Start® System 

brings the convenience of push-

button electric starting to Traxxas 

Nitro Models. Simply plug in 

the hand-held control unit and 

push the button. The EZ-Start 

System automatically heats the 

glow plug and spins the engine. 

Exclusive Smart Start™ technology monitors critical starting functions, 

automatically sensing and diagnosing potential problems for reliable, 

trouble-free engine starting. 

Maxx Resonator Tuned PipeEZ-Start Electric Starting

Also Available: MODEL 49104 

MODEL 4907 

© Copyright Traxxas 2014. 2P-TRX-MAG-4907-140626 
* TQi Docking Base and iOS device not included, sold separately. Traxxas Link is available on the App Store. 



VElineon 3500
brushless motor

High-current
connector

Get behind the wheel of a Velineon® brushless powered VXL model and experience tire-melting horsepower and supercharged speed 

done the Traxxas way: wicked fast and easy to use. The efficiency of the Velineon Brushless Power System provides run times that are 

so long, you’ll forget it’s electric, and without brushes to maintain you get the same mind-warping speed run after run. 

The Velineon® VXL-3s simplifies brushless technology with easy operation that gives you all the 

control you need for maximum fun.  Available separately as a complete brushless power system, 

or in the Bandit VXL, Stampede, VXL, and Rustler VXL.  Extreme Brushless Horsepower is here, 

and it’s Ready-To-Race® from Traxxas! Just plug it in and it works. With speed potential that 

reaches beyond 112+kph, Velineon is the leader in brushless performance.  

Nothing else even comes close.

Steel Magnum 
272 Transmission

velineon vxl-3s 
Waterproof Electronic Speed Control

Waterproof
for Fun in Water, Mud, and Snow!

Our idea of having fun means going faster than everyone else!

extreme brushless powerextreme brushless power

extreme brushless power systemextreme brushless power system

Rustler VXL now Available with Wireless-Ready TQi Transmitter

TQi 2.4GHz 
Radio System

The new TQi Traxxas Link Enabled transmitter can be equipped with an Traxxas Link 

Wireless Module (#6511, sold separately) that turns your iPad® iPhone® or iPod touch® 

(sold separately) into a powerful tuning tool for your Rustler VXL. The full-color display 

combines with the free Traxxas Link™ App (on the App Store) to deliver an intuitive, high-

definition, full-color graphical user interface that unlocks the mysteries of optimizing 

your radio system for ultimate vehicle control. Traxxas Link also opens the door to 

telemetry capability when you add optional sensors to your model.
© Copyright Traxxas 2014.  2P-VXL-Beyond-Limits-140821 

* TQi Docking Base and iOS device not included, sold separately. Traxxas Link is available on the App Store. 
*Max top speeds shown require optional gearing and 8000mAh 3S Lipo battery. Ask your hobby dealer for details.

extreme brushless powerextreme brushless power

extreme brushless power systemextreme brushless power system

With FREE AC Charger

7-Cell
Battery Pack

MODEL 3607 

104104++
KPHKPH

112112++
KPHKPH

MODEL 2407 

MODEL 37076 

112112++
KPHKPH
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W
ith the revolutionary Traxxas TQi radio system, Traxxas Link Wireless Module, and the 

Traxxas Link app (available free from the Apple App Store), your Apple iPhone®, iPad® or 

iPod touch® can be transformed into a powerful tuning tool that allows you to replace the 

transmitter’s button/LED programming system with an intuitive, high-definition, full-color 

graphical user interface. You can make changes to radio trims and settings, input vehicle 

profiles, update model memory, and adjust setups for different driving conditions by means of a virtual 

dashboard and interactive screens. Using the complete TQi system and impressive Traxxas Link app makes 

pro-level transmitter tuning fast, convenient, and easy, and now, you can experience another awesome part 

of the Traxxas RC world—adding telemetry to any Traxxas model!

What is Telemetry? 
Telemetry is the ability to gather performance data 

from your vehicle remotely. When you download 

the Traxxas Link app and equip your Traxxas 

model with the required telemetry accessories 

and sensors, you gain real-time visibility to motor 

or engine RPM, temperature, speed, and battery 

voltage—right from the screen of your iPhone®, 

iPad® or iPod touch®.

Several Traxxas models, including most Nitro 

vehicles equipped with the TRX® 3.3 racing engine, 

the XO-1 RC electric supercar, and the new 

Slash 4x4 Ultimate 4WD short-course race truck, 

come factory-equipped with telemetry-ready 

accessories. Traxxas also makes it easy to outfit 

other models for telemetry use just locate your 

model at Traxxas.com and click “Telemetry” to see 

the sensors offered for your vehicle. Installation 

takes a matter of minutes. Telemetry-ready 

accessories simply replace stock parts for fast and 

accurate sensor and magnet setup. 

TQi System Overview

Customizable Dashboard when chosen  

from the Traxxas Link home screen. You pick the 

dashboard configuration and gauge cluster or grid 

that works best for you!

Customizing your Traxxas Link Dashboard

TEMPERATURE SENSOR ON 
NITRO ENGINE

TEMPERATURE SENSOR ON 
ELECTRIC MOTOR

With each run, you can easily record 
and replay telemetry data for:
• Engine or motor temperature

• Speed

• Engine or motor RPM

• Battery voltage

All telemetry data for your model is displayed 
graphically on the Traxxas Link customizable 
dashboard through a set of gauges that are 
grouped to look like an actual analog gauge 
cluster. You can also switch to the grid view, 
which displays all of the measurements in all-
digital square tables. Minimum, maximum, 
and average readings, gauge names and 

ranges, and the record/replay buttons are all 
accessible from the dashboard. 
    When you touch the dashboard display, 
the dashboard controls will appear. Select 
Dashboard allows you to change from 
analog gauges to the “grid-view” of digital 
gauges, the plus-sign icons allow you to add 
gauges to the dashboard, and the wrench 

icon gives you the accessibility to edit each 
gauge. With a few simple taps on the dash-
board screen, you can customize the display 
and edit each gauge to your preference for 
complete control of the operation and tuning 
of your Traxxas model with stunning visuals 
and absolute precision. 

Traxxas Link home 

screen gives you an 

overview of the app’s 

functions.

TQi Transmitter with  
Traxxas Link Wireless Module

TQi Receiver
Up to 3 Standard Sensors

GPS Speed 
Telemetry 

Module 
Up to 6 Plug-and-Play Sensors

Traxxas Link App

Once the telemetry-ready accessories and sensors are installed,  
information can be viewed by selecting the dashboard from the  
Traxxas Link app’s home screen. The application automatically detects and  
recognizes the installed telemetry sensors for easy setup and the Traxxas Link dash-
board comes to life! All displayed data can be recorded and saved for easy play-back 
later so you can share it with friends and other RC enthusiasts (and so you can keep 
your eyes on the vehicle as you drive!).  

KNOW IT  
ALLKNOW IT  
ALLKNOW IT  
ALL

TRAXXAS R
C PERFORM

ANCE 

BROUGHT T
O VIRTUAL 

LIFE!



6511  Traxxas Link Wireless Module

6550 Telemetry Expander

6551 Telemetry GPS Speed Module

6526 Auto-Detectable Temp Sensor

6527 Auto-Detectable Voltage Sensor
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Telemetry Expander  
with GPS Option 
With a new Telemetry Expander now 
available from Traxxas that includes a 
powerful communication cable and a 
series of plug-and-play “smart” sensors, 
installation and operation of the 
telemetry system using Traxxas Link 
becomes almost effortless. Traxxas 
Link recognizes the smart sensors 
automatically.  No parts have to be  
replaced or swapped—setup only 
takes a few minutes!  Install the 
Expander, plug in the communication 
cable and sensors, replace and seal all 
covers, and prepare to be amazed! 
    There are currently three smart 
sensors available with the Telemetry 
Expander. The voltage smart sensor can 
be used to measure the voltage of the 
electronic speed control (ESC) for your 
electric vehicle or the receiver battery 
pack voltage for your Nitro vehicle. The 
temperature smart sensor can be used 
to measure the temperature of the 
motor/engine, battery, ESC, or any other 
chosen vehicle component—it can even 
measure air temperature!
    The third smart sensor is the GPS 
module, which will capture and display 
the vehicle speed. Once the GPS is 
installed, the speedometer reverts to 
the GPS speed instead of calculating 
the MPH based on gearing and motor 
RPM! Nothing has to be reset to start 
reporting and recording speed; just 
select the gauge that you want to be 
displayed and you’re all set. 
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T
he Traxxas Link App is a powerful tool that 

takes radio technology to a whole new 

level. Its menu structure is simple to use 

and is packed full of features. It offers convenience 

and an easy way to not only manage your collection 

of Traxxas vehicles, but also to expand their  

capabilities with telemetry. Whether you drive RC 

vehicles just for fun, or you are a seasoned racer 

looking to take your vehicle’s performance to all 

new heights, Traxxas Link and unlocking the  

telemetry system is a great adventure!

Plug-and-play 
Smart Sensors 

for reporting and recording 

speed, temperature, and 

voltage plug directly 

into the new Telemetry 

Expander.

KNOW IT  
ALLKNOW IT  
ALLKNOW IT  
ALL



PROJECT Model

I
t has been said that 
dynamite comes in small 
packages, so don’t let the 
super convenient and fun 
size of the 1/16 Summit 

VXL fool you.  Wicked Velineon 
brushless power, 4-wheel 
drive traction, and long-travel 
suspension deliver explosive 
acceleration and terrain-con-
quering capability!  This is our 
hard-loaded version of a 1/16 
Summit VXL.

LIGHT IT UP:  
Conquering the terrain isn’t always done during the day. To 
keep the fun going long after the sun goes down, a set of 
LEDs were installed to light up the night. A separate power 
regulator keeps your lighting bright through the entire run 
on a battery pack. The LED kit includes everything you need. 
These lights are a cool, functional addition. They’re extremely 
bright, and add realism to your nighttime adventures. 

7285: LED Light Kit

DRIVETRAIN:  
Removing rotating mass and balancing the power distributed 
to the wheels leads to a smoother, more efficient drivetrain. 
To achieve this, we added the center differential for controlled 
power to all four corners; changing the fluid in the center 
differential will allow tuning. Next, we installed the steel 
constant-velocity center driveshafts to decrease rotating 
mass. Finally, to ensure power delivery to each corner, we 
used a set of “strip-proof” aluminum hex wheel hubs. Not only 
are the hex hubs tough, but the blue-anodizing bumps up the 
“cool” factor. 
7014: Center Differential
7250R: Steel Center Constant-Velocity 
Driveshafts
7154X: Aluminum Hex Hubs

SUSPENSION AND STEERING:  
Friction is the enemy of movement.  As the suspension travels 

up and down, the rocker arms pivot on a post, and the shock 
compresses.  To fight against friction, we used rubber-sealed 
ball bearings for easier movement on the rocker arm posts.  A 

set of ball bearings were also used to free the steering and 
provide smoother steering response.  Next, a set of aluminum, 

oil-filled GTR shocks were installed for buttery-smooth 
damping.  The hard-anodized finish strengthens the 

aluminum, while providing consistent performance with 
less maintenance.  Red-anodized toe links and push rods 
add strength and more adjustability to the steering and 

suspension geometry.  Rounding out the suspension is 
a set of aluminum pivot ball caps at each corner.  The 

aluminum pivot ball caps are stronger than plastic and 

will stay consistent, run after run. 
7061X: GTR Aluminum, Oil-Filled Shocks

7028X: Machined Steel Hollow Balls
7033X: Aluminum Pivot Ball Caps

7118X: Red-Anodized Push Rods
7138X: Red-Anodized Toe Links

5114: Ball Bearings
5124: Ball Bearings

BOTTOM LINE:  

It may be tempting to let such a good looking, customized 

machine stay on the shelf, but that would just be wrong! 

This 1/16 Summit VXL is built for go-anywhere driving fun, 

day or night.

PLAY IT COOL:  
To help keep the motor running cool, we added the blue-anodized 
heat sink to help pull unwanted heat away from the motor and 
speed control.  

3374: Heat Sink

WHEELIE FUN:  
Ballistic Velineon power means wheelies, 
and lots of them!  We added a wheelie bar to 
the back of the 1/16 Summit VXL for stability 
when the nose points to the sky.  

7184: Wheelie Bar

TELEMETRY:  
Monitoring the condition and performance of your vehicle is 
always important. Traxxas makes keeping an eye on the vitals 
easy with available Telemetry sensors.  For this build, Telemetry 
sensors are installed for monitoring battery voltage, RPM/speed, 
and motor temperature.  Note: Telemetry requires the use of a TQi 
2.4GHz radio system with Docking Base or Bluetooth connectivity.  
Additional smart sensors, such as GPS, can be added by using the 
Telemetry Expander.  
6523: Temperature and Voltage Sensor
6535: Temperature Sensor Mount
6540: Telemetry Trigger Magnet
6522: RPM Sensor

SPEED VS TIME:  
Whether the goal is more miles per hour or longer driving 
adventures, Traxxas has the accessory to get your model 
going.  Approach speeds of 80+kph by using the Series 
Y-harness, or make the adventure last all day and well into 
the night with the Parallel Y-harness.  Both are equipped 
with Traxxas High Current Connectors for consistent, proven 
performance.  
3063: Series Y-harness
3064: Parallel Y-harness

FIRST IMPRESSION:  
The first eye-catching feature on the 1/16 Summit VXL is the 
body and ExoCage.  We opted for the optional clear body, and 
went with a simple two-tone, yellow and black paint scheme.  
The addition of blue-anodized aluminum wheel nuts is a subtle, 
finishing touch.  
7211: Clear Body, 
1747R: Anodized Locknuts, Blue
1747G: Anodized Locknuts, Green
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ACCESSORIES

T   
 he best-selling Traxxas Rustler 
is a proven favorite among all 
hobbyists.  Ready to rip with on-
tap power, smooth control, and 
tons of traction, Rustler provides 

plenty of full-throttle action on any terrain.  
Built to be extremely durable with very little 
maintenance means you spend more time 
running and less time wrenching!  Traxxas 
helps set your Rustler apart from the  
crowd, in both appearance and  
performance, with a list of  
impressive accessories. 

WHEELIE BAR:  

The Wheelie Bar is a direct bolt-on that keeps the 

rubber on the road and the shiny side up.

Part # 3678

TELEMETRY:  

Add the Power Tap connector to your telemetry setup 

and monitor battery voltage as you drive.

Part # 6541

PART DESCRIPTION
1951R STEEL CV SHAFTS
3139X RED ALUMINUM TOE LINKS
3632X RED ALUMINUM CASTER BLOCKS
3636X RED ALUMINUM STEERING BLOCKS
3652X RED ALUMINUM STUB AXLE CARRIERS
3741X RED ALUMINUM TURNBUCKLES
3743X RED ALUMINUM STEERING BELLCRANK
3773 WHEELS/TIRES ASSEMBLED AND GLUED (FRONT)
5186 RED ALUMINUM WHEELIE BAR WHEELS
5576R WHEELS/TIRES ASSEMBLED AND GLUED (REAR)
7444 WHITE SHOCK SPRING (LONG)
7446 WHITE SHOCK SPRING (XX-LONG)
7461X GTR HARD-ANODIZED SHOCKS (LONG)
7462X GTR HARD-ANODIZED SHOCKS (XX-LONG)

TELEMETRY
6507 TQI 2.4GHZ RADIO SYSTEM WITH DOCKING BASE 
6520 RPM SENSOR
6521 TEMPERATURE AND VOLTAGE SENSOR
6535 TEMPERATURE SENSOR MOUNT
6537 RPM/SPEED SENSOR WIRE RETAINER
6538 SPUR GEAR MAGNET HOLDER WITH MAGNET
6541 POWER TAP WITH CABLE AND CONNECTOR

VELINEON VXL-3S BRUSH-
LESS POWER SYSTEM:  

Fuel your need for speed with a Velineon 

VXL-3S system.  Safely run a 3s LiPo (11.1 

volts) and take Rustler to 104+kph and 

beyond! 

Part # 3350X

RUSTLERRUSTLERred accessoriesred accessories

ALUMINUM TURNBUCKLES :  

Aluminum Turnbuckles and Toe Links save weight, and 

add strength and adjustability. Add a set of Aluminum 

Steering and Caster Blocks for a bullet proof suspension.  

Part # 3139X

Part # 3741X

Part # 3632X

Part # 3636X

GTR SHOCKS:  

GTR shocks add performance and 

looks with high-volume threaded 

bodies for increased damping and 

tunability.

Part # 7461X

Part # 7462X

SPEED :  

The battery is also red which means 3S LiPo power 

for speeds of 112+kph!

112112++
KPHKPH

RED not your thing? Red aluminum 
accessories are also available in 
blue. Just replace the “X” in the 
part number with an “A”.
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Choose  the  Mode l  That  i s  R ight  For  You .

No previous experience with radio controlled models is required. 
Models require a minimum of setup, maintenance, or support equipment.

Previous experience with radio controlled models is recommended. 
Models require a higher level of setup, maintenance, or support equipment.

Previous experience with radio controlled models is mandatory. 
Models require detailed setup, and/or maintenance procedures with 
required support equipment. These models are capable of high speeds, requir-
ing experienced driving control.

Previous experience with radio controlled models is mandatory. 
Models require detailed setup, and/or maintenance procedures with required 
support equipment. These models are capable of very high speeds and 
require an even higher level of skilled driving control.

For Expert Drivers Only. Previous experience with nitro-powered radio
controlled models is required! These models are capable of extreme speed 
and acceleration! They carry our highest skill level rating and are intended 
for expert drivers only. 

For Expert Drivers Only.  
Previous experience with nitro-powered radio controlled models is required! 
This model is capable of extreme speed and acceleration! It carries our 
highest skill level rating and is intended for expert drivers only. 

BRUTALLY     
  FAST

resonator™
aluminum tuned pipe

limited-slip
sealed differential

sway bars
front and rear

Engineered  
  for Superior    
 Control

Jato® 3.3 is loaded with the advanced engineering DNA of the 

innovative Revo®. From the TRX® 3.3 Racing Engine to the high-grade 

metric hex hardware, every component and adjustment is optimized 

for performance, speed, and durability. The blue-anodized aluminum tuned pipe extracts maximum 

horsepower from the engine. The advanced two-speed transmission joins with a sealed limited-slip 

differential to deliver tire-melting power. For enhanced handling and superior control, performance-

engineered sway bars give Jato agile reflexes and sure-footed grip for ultimate high-speed traction.

MUSCLE TRUCK

ELECTRIC
STARTING
SYSTEM

Brutally Fast. It’s the only way to describe it. 

Combine the extreme power of the TRX® 3.3 

Racing Engine with the incredible Traxxas Jato® 

and you get a power-packed combination for 

excitement we couldn’t resist. Bury the throttle 

and 96kph flies by in a mere 4.2 seconds. 

Top speed is over 104+kph! Pop second-gear 

wheelies with the included integrated wheelie 

bar! Jato 3.3’s serious two-speed muscle 

power blows away typical on-road cars, and 

its suspension is versatile enough to take on 

the harsh realities of real-world pavement. 

Expansion joints, rocks, and even jumps are no 

problem. The big sticky Anaconda™ 2.8” treads 

and adjustable sway bars give Jato 3.3 tight, 

streetwise reflexes. When the pavement ends, 

Jato just keeps going. Its race-truck heritage 

gives it superior off-road capability. 

Compatible with iPhone ® and iPod touch ®  (not included)

TELEMETRY SENSORS INSTALLED! 
VIEW SPEED, RPM, TEMPERATURE, 

AND VOLTAGE DATA ON THE 
TRAXXAS LINK DASHBOARD!

TQi 2.4GHz Radio System with 
Traxxas Link Wireless Module
Jato 3.3 is equipped with the all-new Traxxas® TQi™ radio system with Traxxas Link Wireless Module that 

turns your iPhone® or iPod touch® into a powerful tuning tool. The device display combines with the 

Traxxas Link™ App to deliver an intuitive, high-definition graphical user interface for ultimate vehicle 

control. Once you have created the perfect control settings for your model, you can save them as a profile 

that you can restore later, use on another model, or share with friends. Automatic model recognition 

instantly recalls your settings for up to 30 Traxxas Link-enabled models—just switch on and drive.

  

The minimum clear space is equal to  
one-quarter the height of the badge.  
Do not place photos, typography, or other 
graphic elements inside the minimum clear 
space. The minimum size is 10 mm for use 
in printed materials and 40 pixels for use 
onscreen. Use the badge at a larger size 
whenever possible, selecting a size that is 
clearly legible.

App Marketing and Identity
 Guidelines for Developers

App Marketing and Identity  
Guidelines for Developers
March 2011

Overview
iOS Developer Program members must follow these guidelines when promoting 
an a∑liation with the App Store on websites, advertising, and other marketing 
communications.

Requirements for using the badge and the iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch images
The Available on the App Store badge and the iPad, iPhone, and iPod touch images 
shown in these guidelines are for use only by iOS Developer Program members  
who have agreed to the App Marketing Artwork License Agreement. The license 
agreement is available to download from the Marketing Resources page of the  
App Store Resource Center. Apple reserves the right to withdraw permission to use 
the App Store badge or Apple product images anytime their use is inconsistent with 
these guidelines or is otherwise deemed inappropriate by Apple.

Available on the App Store Badge
The Available on the App Store badge has unique letterforms and proportions. Only 
the badge shown here is approved by Apple. Always use the badge artwork provided 
by Apple in accordance with these guidelines. Do not alter the artwork in any way. 
Never use graphics or images from Apple’s website or the App Store. 

The badge can be used only on communications promoting an application o∂ered on 
the App Store. Do not use it on your general company communications. When placed 
on web pages, the badge is used to direct audiences to download your application 
from the App Store or to download iTunes software so they can access the App Store.

Available on the App Store badge
The App Store badge must be used to  
promote your a∑liation with the App Store. 
On web pages the badge must provide a  
link to your application on the App Store. 

Available on the

Available on the

Available on the

Available on the

Available on the
X

40 px

X

X

X

X

X
12 px

X

X

X

X
App Store

Badge artwork placed on backgrounds 
The Available on the App Store badge always 
appears in black and white as shown here. 
The white rule surrounding the badge is part 
of the badge artwork and must be included 
when the badge is placed on any background 
color in printed or online communications; 
see “Background colors” on page 2.

Minimum Clear Space and Minimum Size

MODEL 55077
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ACCESSORIES

The pinnacle of monster truck performance, and built Traxxas-tough, E-Revo Brushless Edition pushes well 
beyond the boundaries of convention and forges its own path. Raw, earth-ripping brushless power is com-
bined with an F1 inspired suspension and rigid monocoque chassis. E-Revo is wild and refined; here are some 
options that take it to the next level of all-out performance.

TIRES AND WHEELS:  

Response Pro tires offer a softer compound and 

a mini-pin design for improved traction on hard 

packed track surfaces, and White Dished wheels 

complete the all-out performance look. 

Response Pro Tires & White Dished Wheels – 

5375R

Tires & Wheels (Geode Wheels  

and Maxx Tires) – 5674

DRIVETRAIN:  

Filling the front differential with 30wt diff oil and the 

rear differential with 50wt oil increases the stability at 

speed and provides smoother power delivery. Center CV 

Driveshafts help reduce the rotating mass, losing weight 

in the process, and adding strength to the driveline. 

30wt Diff Oil (front) – 5136

50wt Diff Oil (rear) – 5137

Center Driveshaft – 5650R

SUSPENSION :  

A Sway Bar Kit increases stability, especially while 

cornering. Stiffer springs help absorb the shock from 

hard landings. Aluminum Push Rods reduce weight while 

increasing strength. Progressive-3 Rocker Arms increase 

the progressive rate of the spring force to tighten up the 

suspsension for improved handling on the racetrack. 

Sway Bar Kit – 5498

GTR Springs – 5439 (Front), 5441 (Rear)

Push Rods – 5319X

Rocker Arm Set, Progressive-3 – 5359

CHASSIS: Adding the Rear Brace helps to absorb the shock from impact; 

the Rear Brace also gives you the ability to use the Telemetry Expander. Red-

anodized aluminum Bulkhead Tie Bars add a splash of color.   

Bulkhead Tie Bars (Red) – 5323R

Rear Brace – 5632

PART DESCRIPTION
5498 SWAY BAR KIT
5439 SPRING, SHOCK (RED) (GTR) (3.8 RATE GOLD)
5441 SPRING, SHOCK (RED) (GTR) (4.4 RATE BLACK)
5319X PUSH ROD (ALUMINUM)
5359 ROCKER ARM SET, PROGRESSIVE-3
2869 7600MAH 7.4V 2-CELL 25C LIPO BATTERY
5375R RESPONSE PRO TIRES & WHITE DISHED 3.8” WHEELS
5674 GEODE CHROME WHEELS, MAXX TIRES 6.3’’ 
5136X DIFFERENTIAL OIL KIT (1 EACH: 10K, 30K, 50K 

WEIGHTS)
5650R STEEL CONSTANT-VELOCITY CENTER DRIVESHAFTS
3956 SPUR GEAR, 54-TOOTH
5640 GEAR, 14-T PINION
5323R BULKHEAD TIE BARS, FRONT & REAR (RED-ANOD-

IZED ALUMINUM)
5632 CHASSIS BRACE, REAR

TELEMETRY
6507 TQI 2.4GHZ RADIO SYSTEM WITH DOCKING BASE 
6526 TEMPERATURE SENSOR
6527 VOLTAGE SENSOR
6525 COMMUNICATION LINK, TELEMETRY EXPANDER 
6538 SPUR GEAR MAGNET HOLDER WITH MAGNET
6551 GPS MODULE
6550 TELEMETRY EXPANDER
6556  MOUNT, TELEMETRY

SPUR AND PINION GEARS: For all-out 

speed or more torque change the gearing. To provide 

the punch needed, use two Traxxas 3s Power Cell 

LiPos in conjunction with the gearing.  

Spur Gears- 54-T– 3956

 56-T – 3957

 58-T – 3958

 62-T – 3959

 68-T –3961

WRAP UP 
E-Revo Brushless Edition is a game-changer straight out 

of the box—a monster truck that handles well, is incredibly 

stable, and has an epic amount of power.  Genuine Traxxas 

accessories build upon an already proven foundation, 

unleashing every ounce of performance and style. 

WHEELIE BAR WITH OPTIONAL WHEELS

EXOCARBON 
WING

ALUMINUM 
HUBS

BLACK CHROME 
BUMPER
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*

*With optional gearing, sold separately.

Hard-Anodized,  
PTFE-Coated
GTR Shocks

Slayer Pro 4X4’s hard-anodized, 
PTFE-coated aluminum GTR shocks 
represent the pinnacle of off-road 
performance, offering silky smooth 
damping and a serious factory-works 
look. Thanks to the extra tough hard-
anodized finish, shock performance 
stays true and consistent for less 
maintenance and better handling, 
run after run.

Greg Adler
Edition

miKe jenKins 
edition

Scott Douglas 
edition

MarK jenKins 
edition

Bigger. Faster. Louder. The Slayer Pro 4X4 delivers the 

screaming sound and ballistic thrust that every nitro 

driver craves. Slayer Pro 4X4 features a wide-track, long-

wheelbase footprint to deliver enhanced stability in 

rough conditions and aggressive high-speed cornering 

for incredible side-by-side, fender-banging racing action. 

Extreme TRX® 3.3 power punches hard and revs fast to rip 

past the competition. The amazing Revo®-Spec linkage-

based suspension and hard-anodized GTR shocks deliver 

seemingly bottomless suspension travel that simulates the 

handling and jumping ability of full-size Pro 4X4 trucks. 

Slayer Pro 4X4’s new bodywork and officially licensed 

tires bring together scale looks and 80+kph performance 

for all-day fun, excitement, and competition. It’s the nitro 

short-course truck that could only come from Traxxas, The 

Fastest Name In Radio Control. 

Officially Licensed  
Tires

High-Torque Waterproof 
Steering and Throttle Servos

NITRO SHORT 
   COURSe
Racing ACTION!

A race truck needs powerful servos for 
responsive performance, and Traxxas 
delivers with high-torque waterproof 
units. The 2056 throttle servo provides 
80 oz-in of muscle, and the digital 
2075 steering servo swings the tires 
with 125 oz-in of precision power.

Realistic looks, realistic 
performance. Slayer Pro 4X4’s 
officially licensed tires have 
excellent grip in the dirt and 
just the right amount of slide 
on pavement. The tires are 
mounted and pre-glued on 
impressive 2.2” split-spoke 
wheels.  

®

High-Power

TQ 2.4GHz Radio System
With the TQ™ 2.4GHz radio system, you just 
switch on and drive. There are no channels 

or frequencies to manage, so the focus is on 
having fun. The TQ’s ergonomic design is 

comfortable for all-day driving, and its sleek 
lines are enhanced by an internal antenna 

that is impervious to damage. To customize 
the controls, the transmitter’s factory servo 
directions can be easily adjusted using the 

TQ’s simple programming system.

MODEL 59074
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F 
or the budget-minded hobbyist, it may be hard to find your wallet when you 

enter a hobby store; however, neither you nor your wallet needs to hide when 

looking at the LaTrax 1/18 Rally.  In stock trim, 1/18 Rally is tons of fun to drive, 

and the fact that you can carry it in a backpack means you can take the fun 

with you anywhere.  This is a fantastic entry point into the world of hobby-class 

radio controlled models.  Oh, and hop-ups—we’ve got them, too! 

Wheels
The easiest, simplest, and most noticeable hop-up for the 1/18 Rally is 
changing out the stock white wheels for a set of shiny chrome wheels. 
Available in four styles of chrome, these wheels are sure to grab 
attention and add to the appearance of your Rally.
7573 Chrome
7573A Black Chrome
7573R Blue Chrome
7573X Red Chrome

Drivetrain
Offering one of the most noticeable improvements in performance is the ball bearing 
kit, and probably should be the first hop-up on your wish list.  Changing from the 
stock bushings to ball bearings provides less rolling resistance throughout the entire 
drivetrain.  Bearings translate into smoother movement, increased speed, longer run 
times, and more fun!  Next up is the center driveshaft with one-way bearing to help 
the Rally with straight-line performance, keeping things tracking straight and true. Up front, a differential spool is swapped in for better 
handling.  The center driveshaft with one-way bearing and the differential spool are both excellent choices, especially for indoor carpet 
racing.  Finishing the driveline hop-ups are blue-anodized front and rear driveshafts. .
Ball Bearing Kit, 7541X
Aluminum Center Driveshaft, 7555X
Aluminum Differential Spool, 7581
Blue-Anodized Front/Rear Drive shafts, 7550R 

Suspension
Changing from the stock plastic shocks to the 
aluminum oil-filled shocks adds a trick look 
and much better damping.  Swap in the front 
and rear blue-anodized shock towers to round 
out the new suspension setup.  The aluminum 
shock towers add some extra strength to the 
suspension, keeping things solid whether 
you’re drifting or jumping.
7537X : Blue-Anodized Front/Rear Shock 
Towers
7560X: Oil-Filled Aluminum Shocks
7561: Oil-Filled Shocks

PROJECT MODEL

Chassis
The stock chassis and components are a solid 
platform made from an incredibly durable 
plastic composite.  Since we’re going all-out, we 
wanted to kick things up beyond just a notch by 
swapping out the stock chassis for the carbon 
fiber chassis to bring a supercar appearance to 
Rally--and drop a little weight in the process.
7525: Carbon Fiber Conversion Kit

Oil-Filled Aluminum Shocks
Oil-filled Aluminum Shocks look cool and add tunability to Rally’s 
suspension while providing a smoother, more responsive ride.
Part # 7560X

CONCLUSION

Think of your LaTrax 1/18 
Rally as a blank canvas.  
Feel free to use your 

imagination to create the ideal 
setup.  Also, you can take things 
one more step by painting a clear 
body (#7511) with your own one-
of-a-kind paint scheme.  Whether 
you’re going for performance or 
looks, this is just the start of all 
the fun you can have with your 
LaTrax 1/18 Rally. 

PROJECT MODEL
Blue-Anodized Front/
Rear Drive Shafts
Blue Anodized Front and Rear Drive Shafts add 
strength and high-performance good looks to 
your driveline.
Part # 7550R
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Number-One in Speed and Performance
Traxxas sets the standard for speed in Ready-To-Race® RC cars and trucks. Our models range 
in speed from 48kph to over 128kph. And yes, that’s actual kilometers per hour, not “scale 
speed!” 

“Real Car” Technology
All Traxxas models feature functional oil-filled shock absorbers, gear differentials, 

ball-bearings and independent suspension. Our nitro models are powered by fuel-burning 
2-stroke engines with electric, push-button starting. 

Fully Repairable with Easily Replaceable Parts
Should you ever break or wear out a part of your Traxxas car or truck, inexpensive replacements are as close as your 
local hobby shop. Traxxas models are designed for years of fun, not just an hour or two. You can easily repair your 
model yourself, or get help from the shop.

Customizable and Upgradable with Optional Parts
Just like a full-size hot-rodder, you can trick out your Traxxas model with a wide variety of accessories. Add style points with 
chrome rims and ProGraphix® bodies, boost performance with a Velineon® brushless power system, increase durability with 
aluminum suspension parts—there’s no limit to the ways you can customize and personalize your machine. 

Hobby-Store, Telephone, and Email Customer Support
Traxxas models are sold in hobby stores, where experienced pros can help you choose the right model, answer 
your questions, and help you get the most performance from your model. If a visit to the shop isn’t convenient, 
Traxxas customer support is available via telephone until 9pm central time, Monday through Friday. You can also get 
tech help online anytime at Traxxas.com. Nobody works harder than Traxxas to be accessible to you.

TRAXXAS.COM  9190  888.TRAXXAS

All Traxxas models are sold Ready-To-Race.® That means all the assembly has been done for you, the body  
has been painted, and the tires are glued to the wheels. Traxxas models include premium running  
accessories required for each model. Electrics come with Power Cell battery packs, and most even include 
the charger. Nitro-powered models have a battery and charger (for the EZ-Start electric starting system),  
fuel dispensing bottle, and an extra glow plug and 

air filter. All that’s left for you to buy are AA alkaline batteries for the 
radio system. If you have a nitro-powered model, you’ll also need fuel 
(available where Traxxas models are sold). You’ll be ready for 
high-performance driving fun in minutes, not hours or days. In 
addition to convenience, factory assembly means you know 
your model is built right and is ready to perform its best. And 
to make sure you know your new Traxxas vehicle inside and 
out, Traxxas creates the most comprehensive instruction  
manuals in the business. 

Forget any experience you’ve had with “toy grade” 
RC vehicles; they don’t even come close to the power and performance of 
hobby-grade RC vehicles like the best-selling models offered by Traxxas. Here’s 
why Traxxas models are the ultimate RC experience:

THE “RADIO” IN  
RADIO CONTROL

T
he transmitter is the “radio” in “radio 

control.” The Traxxas TQ™ transmitter has 

a comfortable pistol-grip design, uses a 

trigger to control the vehicle’s speed, and a wheel 

to steer it. All Traxxas models have proportional 

control; this means the steering and throttle 

respond in proportion to the amount that you 

move the trigger or steering wheel. This lets you 

make a gentle turn, a sharp turn, or anything in 

between depending on how sharply you turn the 

steering wheel. The throttle works the same way; 

squeeze it just a little to move slowly, or pull it 

back all the way for full-throttle fun. Traxxas radio 

systems deliver powerful, long range control that 

you explore vast areas of driving excitement. 2.4 

GHz radios find and select a clear radio channel 

automatically, so there’s never any frequency 

conflict or interference. Just turn on the switch 

and drive!

BATTERY POWER, OR NITRO POWER?

T
raxxas models are offered with both electric and nitro (engine) power systems. Electric 

cars are powered by an electric motor and an on-board battery pack. The benefits of  

electric power include clean, quiet operation and are virtually maintenance free. A nitro-

powered car is equipped with a fuel-burning, 2-stroke engine. Nitro cars are almost as fast 

as electric cars, but they require more maintenance and cost a little more than electrics. All Traxxas 

nitro cars feature our EZ-Start® system, which starts the engine quickly and simply with the press of 

a single button. No other starting system is easier or safer.

EL
EC

TR
IC Radio 

Receiver

Electronic 
Speed Control

Battery 
Compartment

Motor 

Transmission 

An electric RC 

vehicle uses a 

battery to power 

the motor. The 

electronic speed 

control processes 

the throttle 

signals from the 

receiver to control 

the car’s speed. 

In a nitro-

powered car, the 

engine is fed by 

the fuel tank. A 

servo operates 

the throttle to 

control the  

car’s speed. 

N
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Radio 
Receiver

Transmission 

Fuel Tank 

Exhaust Pipe

Air Filter

Engine

Throttle 
Servo

Exclusive Training Mode
Only Traxxas offers Training Mode, which limits speed to 50% so 
new drivers can hone their driving skills more easily. When they’re 
ready, Training Mode can be switched off for full-throttle fun.

What kind of fuel  
do nitro RC cars use?
“Nitro” cars get their name from the type of fuel they use: a 
combination of alcohol, nitromethane, and oil. In addition to 

powering the engine, the fuel is also the engine’s  
lubricant—that’s why it contains 
oil. Although sometimes referred 

to as “gas” cars, gasoline  
should NEVER be used in a 
model engine.

For best performance and engine 
life, use Traxxas Top Fuel Power Plus. Battery and Charger are Included! R
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Starting  
Made Simple
Traxxas engines are the easiest to 
start because they feature EZ-
Start electric starting. Insert the 
handheld starter unit into the 
starter jack and press the 
button; an on-board motor 
cranks the engine to 
life in seconds.

RC cars use specialized rechargeable  
battery packs. The important things to consider  
in a battery are its voltage and capacity. Sounds  
high-tech, but it’s simple:

VOLTAGE: The more voltage a 
battery has, the faster your car 
will go. The most popular batteries 
use 6 cells and have 7.2 volts. To 
increase voltage, you can select a 
battery with more cells, such as a 
7-cell pack, which has 8.4 volts. 
Traxxas electric cars and trucks 
include Power Cell 8.4 volt batteries for 
maximum speed and performance.

CAPACITY: This refers to the amount of 
energy the pack can store—more capacity 
means longer run time. Capacity 
is measured in milliamp-hours 
(mAh); the greater the 
mAh, the longer your 
model will run. Traxxas 
includes high-quality NiMH 
batteries with all electric 
models, and offers 
accessory batteries for 
premium performance. 
You can choose high-capacity Series 3 
packs, and extra-high capacity Series 4 
batteries for the longest possible run times 
and peak performance.

CHARGERS  
FOR RC BATTERIES
Most Traxxas models with batteries include simple  
plug-in wall chargers. For faster charging, you can upgrade to a 
“peak charger,” such as the Traxxas EZ-Peak 5amp (available from 
your hobby dealer). Don’t settle for a “timed” or “mechanical” 
charger. A peak-detecting  
charger will detect 
when the battery 
has reached 
maximum capacity, 
and automatically  
stop charging.

The 6-cell battery 
(left) puts out 7.2 
volts; the 7-cell 
pack adds one 
more cell for a 
total of 8.4 volts.  

6-cell
7.2 volts  

7-cell
8.4 volts  

Battery capacity 
determines run 
time; the greater the 
capacity, the longer 
your model will 
run. The larger the 
number, the higher 
the capacity. 

Understanding  
RC Batteries  
and Chargers

Traxxas is Ready-To-Race®

Steering 
Trim

Throttle 
Trigger

Steering Wheel

Power 
Switch Battery Compartment

Set Button
Red/Green 
Status LED

RC BASICS
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POWERED BY FROM TOP:  
3-Cell 5000mAh, 
2-Cell 7600mAh

• Soft, silicone insulation
• Flexible multi-strand 

construction 
• High-efficiency 12-gauge 

wire for free-flowing current

MAXX ® Cable

• Unique construction method
• Firm, rugged, and compact pack
• Greater capacity in a given size,  

unlike a hard-cased pack
• Any change in the pack  

due to damage or abuse is  
easily visible

Semi-Rigid Design

Oversized Tabs
• Larger surface area  

maximizes pack 
performance

• Extra-wide discharge tabs 
ensure minimum resistance

• Wider tabs deliver more 
power and capacity  on  
every run

JST/XH
Balance Plug

Hard-Wired Leads

Oversized
Discharge Tabs

12-Gauge Maxx Cable

Stacked Cell 
Construction

Semi-Rigid Wrap

• Double-thick battery tabs strengthen 
the pack and decrease resistance

• Quad-welded construction

• Thick ‘shotgun tube’ 
and heavy-duty end 
caps protect the cells

Heavy-Duty Construction

• Premium-quality cells selected 
specifically for Traxxas models

• Low internal resistance 
delivers powerful ‘punch’

• High capacity for long run times

Premium-Quality Cells

CHEMISTRY
Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) batteries are the durable, workhorse batteries of RC. Inexpensive and simple 
to charge, they endure a lot of punishment and come back for more. Lithium Polymer batteries (LiPo) offer 
the benefits of higher voltage, higher current output, and greater capacity but they require more care to 
prevent over-discharging, and you must use special chargers made specifically to charge LiPo cells. The 
reward for the little extra attention is more speed and more run-time.

Myth: LiPo batteries are difficult to maintain.

Truth: Traxxas models are factory equipped for low voltage detection to 
prevent over discharging LiPo batteries. The Traxxas EZ-Peak Plus is a simple 
to use charger that offers fast, high-output charging and cell-balancing for 
LiPo batteries.

CAPACITY
Capacity is measured in milliamp hours (mAh). Think of it as the size of the battery fuel 
tank. The bigger the fuel tank (higher mAh rating), the longer the model will run.

Myth: Higher capacity batteries will make my model faster

Truth: For most drivers, higher capacity numbers do not mean your model will be faster. 
In some cases acceleration can actually decrease due to the extra weight of the higher 
capacity battery.

2S and 3S
Just like NiMH battery packs, typical LiPo battery packs are made of individual cells that are wired together 
in either series (to increase voltage) or parallel (to increase capacity). A pack with 2 cells is a 2S battery, and 
a pack with 3 cells is a 3S battery. A 2S battery has 7.4 volts, and a 3S battery has 11.1 volts. If your vehicle or 
speed control is rated for “6S” and has two battery plugs (such as the E-Revo Brushless Edition), you can plug 
two 3S packs into it for a total of 6S (11.1 volts x 2). Two 2S packs would be 4S (7.4 volts X 2).

Myth: Balancing cell voltage is not that critical

Truth: Balancing cell voltage is very important since most low voltage 
detection is done as an average of the total battery pack, if one cell of a 
multi-cell pack is not fully charged, it may become over discharged (and 
damaged) before low voltage detection kicks in. The Traxxas EZ-Peak 
Plus has a very precise balancing circuit to prevent this from happening.

C-RATING
C is short for capacity. The load a battery can sustain is indicated as a multiple of capacity. For example, a load of 1C 
for a 7600mah battery is 7600 milliamps or 7.6 amps. A 2C load would be double the capacity; 15.2 amps (7.6 x 2 = 
15.2). All Traxxas LiPo batteries are rated for 25C. For our example of a 7600mah pack, that would be 7.6 x 25 = 190 
amps. How much amperage can be used to charge a battery may also be indicated as a “C” value. All Traxxas Power Cell 
LiPo batteries have a recommended charge rate of 1C, and a maximum charge rate of 2C. For maximum performance 
and longevity, charge at 1C whenever possible. For example, a 1C charge rate for the 7600mah Power Cell LiPo would 
be 7.6 amps. A 2C charge rate for the same battery would be 15.2.  
An important note about C-Rating: Each battery manufacturer has their own formula and methodology for 
determining the C-Rating they assign to their LiPo batteries. For example, a Traxxas 25C battery evaluated using 
another brand’s method of calculating C-Rating might demonstrate a 50C rating. For this reason, you should not 
compare batteries from different manufacturers by their C-Ratings alone. 

Myth: Higher C-ratings will make my model faster.

Truth: Most drivers will not see more speed from just the C-rating 
alone, especially if the other features of the pack are built to 
average standards to keep the packs advertised as high C-rate 
packs from costing too much. The best performance and speed 
comes from optimizing the chemistry, construction, and C-rating 
for the intended use. Traxxas engineers have the equipment and 
expertise to build the ultimate recipes for performance using all 
the ingredients. Traxxas 25C batteries are known to outperform 
competitor’s supposed “performance” battery packs with higher 
advertised specifications.

Traxxas certified for power, performance, reliability, and speed.

High-Current Connector TOTAL POWER TRANSFER

GOLD PLATED TERMINALS
Low Resistance For  
High-Current Flow

SPRING-LOADED TERMINALS
For Consistent Contact

US Patent Nos. 7,867,038; 7,374,460; 7,530,855

Adapters Waste Power! Connect-all systems pinch off power like a 

kinked garden hose. Get the most from your battery with a Traxxas High 

Current Connector. It actually has less resistance than an equal length of 

wire, so you get pure power transfer for maximum speed, punch, and runtime.

• Gold-plated copper terminals deliver 
maximum efficiency

• Large contact area for  lasting performance

• Easy-to-grip housing prevents wire strain and 
conceals the solder joints 

TRAXXAS HIGH-CURRENT 
CONNECTOR

No Resistance For 
High-Current Flow

UNIVERSAL ADAPTER
Increased Resistance 

Creates Heat and 
Robs Power

BATTERIES
LiPO

FROM TOP:  
Series 5 5000mAh,  
Series 4 4200mAh,  
Series 3 3300mAh

Built for the way you really play. You 
need a battery that fits right, is 
durable, gives you maximum 
charge cycles, has the best 
capacity, has the strongest output, 

and has advanced construction and chemistry 
to deliver more voltage when you need it 
the most.  Traxxas builds the world’s fastest 
Ready-To-Race® radio controlled models, 
and our reputation for speed is on the line 
every time you pull the trigger. Traxxas 
Power-Cell batteries are 100% Traxxas 
certified to deliver all the speed Traxxas 
engineers built into your model. And they 
are backed by the best support from Traxxas, 
including the Lifetime Battery Replacement Plan.
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BATTERIES & CHARGERS
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LiPO

T
RAXXAS STANDS BY POWER CELL LIPO BATTERIES 

WITH THE BEST WARRANTY AND EXCHANGE 

PROGRAM AVAILABLE. For the first 

year of ownership, Traxxas will replace 

any battery found to be defective at 

no cost. After one year, any Power Cell 

LiPO battery in any condition can be 

exchanged for a new equivalent battery 

for just 50% of the new pack’s list price, 

no questions asked.

LIFETIME BATTERY REPLACEMENT PLAN

80 Watts

EZ-Peak Plus 
Part #2933

AC Input 100–240 Volts

DC Input  11–18 Volts

Charge Current Range 0.1–6.0A (80W Max.)

Discharge Current Range 0.1–2.0A (10W Max.)

Current Drain For Balancing Port 300mA/cell

NiCd/NiMH Battery Cell Count 1–15 Cells

LiPo/LiFe/Lilon Cell Count 1–6 Cells

Pb Battery Voltage 2–20V

Net Weight 490g

Dimensions 135 x 112 x 60.9mm

Traxxas, Molex,  
& RX Charge Leads

Standard XH   
Balance Board

AC & DC Power Sources
ACCESSORY TEMP SENSOR
Expand the capabilities and versatility of 
the Traxxas EZ-Peak Plus charger with this 
easy-to-install temperature sensor—just plug it 
into the charger, then wrap the sensor around 
the battery using the supplied heavy-duty 
hook-and-loop strap. The sensor’s sensitive 
thermistor and the EZ-Peak Plus’ display show 
the battery’s temperature as you charge in any 
mode. Set the EZ-Peak Plus for Temperature 
Cutoff, and the charger will automatically 
stop charging when the battery reaches the 
temperature you set.

Part #2928  
sold separately

 Compatible with NiMH 
and LiPo batteries.

3-Cell Dual LiPo 
BALANCE ADAPTER

2-Cell Dual LiPo 
BALANCE ADAPTER

Part #2917 
sold separately

Part #2918 
sold separatelyDUAL CHARGING BOARDS

Charge more batteries in less time. 
Full 6-amp output allows fast 

charging of your single lithium packs 
or high current charge rates for two 
2-cell or 3-cell lithium packs charging 
simultaneously.

50 Watts

2X Faster 
   Charging! USB CHARGING PORT

• Fixed 800mAh  
output 

• Each cell  
individually  
charged

• Simple, convenient charging
• No settings or programming required 
• Ideal for 1400mAh and 2200mAh LiPo packs

2-CELL/3-CELL LIPO   
BALANCE CHARGER

• Fast charges 5-8 cell packs
• NiCad and NiMH compatible
• No complicated menus or setups
• Selectable 1-2 amp Charge Rate

• Charges 7-cell Pack at 4amps
• Full Charging Power on AC
• Selectable 1-4 amp Charge Rate
• 2X Faster than Standard 2amp Chargers

40 Watts

Engineered for Traxxas Models. Perfect for Any Model.

The Traxxas EZ-Peak Plus is a fully-
programmable charger designed for 
fast and easy charging of NiMH, LiPo, 
LiFe, Li-Ion and even lead-acid battery 
packs. Sophisticated peak-detection 

technology with Fast Charge, Balance Charge, and 
Storage modes assure peak performance from high-
performance lithium batteries. The EZ-Peak Plus can save 
up to five charging Profiles for additional charging convenience.  A 
2amp discharger is built in. Optional dual charging accessory allows you 
to simultaneously charge either two 2S or two 3S battery packs, perfect 
for E-Revo® and E-Maxx.® The EZ-Peak Plus is backed by the Traxxas Lifetime 
Electronics Warranty for years of reliable service.

Fast Charging Made Easy

The Traxxas EZ-Peak 5amp is a full-featured charger designed for 
fast and easy charging of NiMH and NiCad packs, as well as most 
USB rechargeable devices. Sophisticated peak-detection 
technology assures peak performance from your batteries. The 
EZ-Peak 5amp features easily adjustable charge output (1-5 amps) 
and a convenient charge-status LED monitor. The EZ-Peak 5amp 
is backed by the Traxxas Lifetime Electronics Warranty for years 
of reliable service.

Part #2937X

Part #2932 Part #2931

Part #2935

FAST CHARGE 
1/16 model 
batteries in  
35 minutes!

RX CHARGING PORT

AC & DC  
Power Sources

Plug-in  
Charge Leads

BATTERIES & CHARGERS
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Rustler

Stampede

Bandit

Stampede 4X4

Telluride

Rustler VXL

Stampede VXL

Bandit VXL

Slash Series

Slash VXL

Slash 4X4 VXL

Stampede 4X4 VXL  

Rally 

E-Maxx

E-Maxx Brushless
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E-Revo

E-Revo Brushless  

Summit

XO-1

Funny Car  

Spartan

All 1/16 Models

All 1/16 Brushless
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11.1v 3-Cell 25C LiPo 7.4v 2-Cell 25C LiPo Series 5
5000mAh

Series 4
4200mAh

Series 3
3300mAh

Series 1
1200mAhKey

Fits

Requires 
Expansion Kit

Requires 
Two Batteries

Most Speed

Most Runtime

104+
kph

104+
kph

96+
kph

96+
kph

96+
kph

96+
kph

96+
kph

112+
kph

112+
kph

112+
kph

72+
kph

56+
kph

56+
kph

56+
kph

72+
kph

48+
kph

48+
kph

48+
kph

48+
kph

48+
kph

80+
kph

160+
kph

BATTERY APPLICATION GUIDE

T
RAXXAS STANDS BY POWER CELL LIPO BATTERIES 

WITH THE BEST WARRANTY AND EXCHANGE 

PROGRAM AVAILABLE. For the first 

year of ownership, Traxxas will replace 

any battery found to be defective at 

no cost. After one year, any Power Cell 

LiPO battery in any condition can be 

exchanged for a new equivalent battery 

for just 50% of the new pack’s list price, 

no questions asked.



The Ultimate       
          Electric 4X4  
  Maxx ® Monster

“With the power of dual motors  
and batteries and a super plush 
suspension, it just might be the 
ultimate electric basher.”   
RC Car Action Magazine

*

The Traxxas E-Maxx® is the first Ready-To-Race® monster that doesn’t stop when the going gets wet.  

Sealed electronics and waterproof servos allow E-Maxx to blaze new trails through water, mud, and snow 

that stop others dead in their tracks. To go along with the torquey 16.8 volt EVX-2™ dual-motor power 

system, key improvements have been engineered into the suspension, driveline, chassis, and electronics to 

make this the toughest, most versatile E-Maxx ever. The new E-Maxx is equipped with Revo sealed pivot ball 

suspension; dual-servo steering; an all-new transmission; Revo sealed differentials; and a new, longer chassis. 

And that’s just the start. Everywhere you look on E-Maxx, Traxxas  engineers have thoughtfully integrated new 

enhancements and features that make E-Maxx stronger, easier to use, and most importantly, more fun!

What Makes it Fun
• Go-anywhere monster truck ground clearance

• Drive through water, mud, and snow that stop 
other truck in their tracks

• Ready-To-Drive® with two included battery packs

• Powerful twin Titan 550 motors provide torque 
on demand

TQi™ 2.4GHz Radio System

Also Available With Brushless Power
MODEL 39087

Truck of the Year
RC Car Action magazine

Best Electric Truck
RC Car Action Readers’ Choice Award

RC Driver Voice Your Choice Award

EVX-2™ ESC & Twin Titan® 
550 Motors

Waterproof 
Electronics 

Two 7-Cell NiMH 
Battery Packs Included  

Traxxas Innovation
• Twin-motor design for high-torque and speed

• Heavy-duty brushless-ready transmission

• Waterproof electronics

• Quick release, battery hold down straps

• Sealed pivot balls and front/rear outer driveshafts

MODEL 3903

© Copyright Traxxas 2014. 2P-TRX-MAG-3903-E-Maxx-140616
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With eleven RC Car Action Readers’ Choice 
Awards and 1 Editors’ Choice Award in the 
last two years, the Traxxas Engineering 
Department continues to produce unparalleled 
technological advancements that are 
unmatched by any other RC car company in 
the industry. 

Our Marketing Department has continued 
activation and sponsorship efforts at 
motorsport events across the country with 
NHRA, TORC, SPEED Energy Formula Off-Road 
presented by Traxxas, cameo appearances in 
Fast & Furious 7, and so much more.

Maintaining our passion for top-of-the-line, 
high quality products that are Ready-To-Race 
is our continued goal. 

Traxxas isn’t the only one making history. 
NHRA Traxxas Funny Car driver, Courtney 
Force, made history in May as the 100th pro 
female NHRA racer to win a Mello Yello Drag 
Racing Series event. “It was an honor to earn 
the 100th win for women in our sport and 
to have my name added to a list of legends, 
along with securing a spot in the Traxxas Nitro 
Shootout. I think that this is just the beginning 
for women in the NHRA,” said Force. 

Courtney wasn’t the only one to contribute 
to this amazing feat for women in racing. In 
the last 38 years, four Funny Car winners, one 
Pro Stock, three Pro Stock Bike victors, and 
six female Top Fuel winners have achieved the 

monumental 100th wins for 
women. You can’t celebrate 

the 100th without also 
recognizing the first. 
Shirley Muldowney was 
the first female to make 
history by taking home 
the coveted NHRA 
Wally trophy in 1976. 

That same level of 
success Shirley 

achieved in the 
sport has only 

continued 
to grow, 
and now in 
2014, the 
impressive 

amount 
of female 

competitors is at an all-time high. Traxxas-
sponsored sisters, Courtney Force (Funny 
Car) and Brittany Force (Top Fuel), as well 
as competitors like Alexis Dejoria (Funny 
Car), Erica Enders-Stevens (Pro Stock), Leah 
Pritchett (Top Fuel), Katie Sullivan, and Angie 
Smith (Pro Stock Motorcycle) continue to pave 
the way for women in motorsports today. 

Courtney’s victory was not only a monumental 
win for the John Force Racing team, but 
also for Traxxas as a major team and NHRA 
Sponsor.  Courtney noted, “I couldn’t have 
done it without my sponsors, like Traxxas. 
They have been by my side since the 
beginning of my Funny Car career, and have 
always believed in me as a driver. A huge 
thanks to Traxxas, and especially to Mike 
Jenkins, for giving me this opportunity to live 
out my dream because I couldn’t have done 
this without them.”

NHRA is not the only place where women and 
motorsports come together. Traxxas is seeing 
more and more female customers with a major 
interest in radio control and racing. As an RC 
car enthusiast myself, I know what it’s like 
to be a female in a male-dominated world. As 
the number of female motorsports enthusiasts 
and racers continues to rise, Traxxas is the 
first on board to embrace us. 

The next time you’re at a Traxxas-sponsored 
motorsports event or NHRA race cheering on 
Courtney and the entire John force Racing 
team, don’t forget to pick up your very own 
pink Stampede, Slash, Teton, Telluride or Alias 
Quad-Rotor Helicopter. 

For all you Dad’s out there, from my personal 
experience of growing up with a racer dad who 
only had two girls to share his motorsports 
passion, I promise that RC cars are the best 
kind of affordable family fun you can have 
with your kids. What better way to enjoy 
building memories with your little girls than 
being outside together driving your Traxxas 
trucks and teaching her how to race?

Husbands, your wives will be a little more 
forgiving of your next Traxxas purchase if 
you bring her home a Pink Stampede. Most 
importantly, ladies, if the men in your life try 
to keep the RC purchases for themselves, just 
remind them that Keli said, “Silly Boys, The 
Fastest Name in Radio Control is for girls, too!”

Hey race fans, Keli Snyder here with another edition of “Keli’s 
Corner”.  The year 2014 has been one of accomplishment, and 
an overwhelming amount of “firsts” for Traxxas and Traxxas 

Racing. With the company relocation to the all-new, state-of-the-art 
headquarters and distribution center on 30 acres in McKinney, Texas, 
the entire Traxxas team is operating with a new level of enthusiasm 
and creativity—and taking the brand to a new level of excellence.

KELI’S CORNER

Do you want to be a part of all the Traxxas racing action on our Facebook page? If so, send me a photo of your 
“Family Fun” at the race track and with your favorite Traxxas RC products to Keliscorner@traxxas.com and I’ll add 
1 photo a week. See you at the track!



The next-generation Slash 4X4 Platinum Edition features an 

all-new Low-CG chassis and high-volume shocks to deliver the 

ultimate in short-course racing performance. The Platinum 

Edition arrives fully assembled and ready to complete with 

your transmitter, receiver, and battery (not included). In 

place of the radio system, the Platinum Edition is loaded with 

Traxxas’ premium option parts and accessories.  Standard 

equipment includes machined aluminum suspension 

components, front and rear swaybars (including a set 

of extra stiff ‘bars), and a clear body ready for your 

own signature paint style. The Platinum Edition also 

includes a sealed, silicone-filled differential to replace 

the installed Torque-Control slipper clutch when track 

conditions favor a center diff. The Platinum’s standout 

features are its Low-CG chassis and massive GTR 

shocks, both all-new for the Slash 4X4 Platinum. 

Telemetry 
Equipped

Aluminum  
c-hubs, Hub 
Carriers and  

Steering blocks

center 
differential*

Front and 
Rear swaybars

High-Volume  
GTR Shocks

**

Choose your own 
transmitter, receiver, 

batteries, and charger!

Low-CG 
Chassis

• Rigid, low center of gravity chassis

• Hard-anodized and PTFE-coated 
aluminum GTR shocks with Titanium 
Nitride shafts

• Blue-anodized 6061-T6 aluminum 
C-Hubs

• Blue-anodized 6061-T6 aluminum 
steering blocks

• Blue-anodized 6061-T6 aluminum  
rear hub carriers

• Blue-anodized 6061-T6 aluminum  
axle nuts

• Adjustable front and rear swaybars

• Included optional extra-stiff swaybar set

• Sealed, silicone filled center differential*

• Clear polycarbonate body with 
overspray film and window masks

PLATINUM 
Features

© Copyright Traxxas 2014.     1P-TRX-MAG-6804R-Slash-4x4-Platinum-140614
** With 5000 mAh 3S  LiPo battery pack and accessory gearing.
*Included separately. Installs trackside by replacing the Torque Control slipper.

MODEL 6904R
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